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 ABSTRACT 
 
Nur Rochim Adiyanto. 2017. An Analyisis of Racism Portrayed in Bethesda’s 
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Video Game. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, 
Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
 
Advisor : Nur Asiyah, M. A., 
Key words : Video Game, Racism, The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim 
 
 The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim is most open world game by Emil Pagliarulo. 
This game was released in 2011 and become famous game that dominate in the 
circle of RPG game. The researcher was interested to analyze The Elder Scrolls V 
Skyrim by employing Racism theory and the aspect as formulated for finding the 
data as long as pictured or implied in the gameplay of skyrim that consist of 
corversation/dialogue and visual action. One of his famous works is entitled The 
Elder Scrolls V Skyrim, an open world game that have some uniqueness because 
we are free to choose our destination as the gamer. The researcher formulated the 
problems into: 1) How is the racism portrayed in bethesda’s the elder scrolls V: 
Skyrim? 2) How does racism in the bethesda’s the elder scrolls V: Skyrim reflect 
racism in the world? This research aims at identifying and analyzing how the 
racism in the game is reflected in the gameplay by using three aspects of racism 
and to prevent the world from suffer the same conclussion as Skyrim aftermath.   
 The research is a descriptive qualitative research. The data are the 
dialogue, conversation, visual, and sentences conforming the Racism found in the 
game. The source of data is a game entitled The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim by Emil 
Pagliarulo. The researcher examined the race in the game reflecting the Racism to 
make it to be three aspects and the correlations of Racism in the game to the real 
world event. 
 The result of this research the researcher found total of the data 30. The 
research shows that there are Racism event, as long as Discriminatin, Stereotype, 
Prejudice are found in The Elder Scrolls V Skyim Video Game consisting of main 
quest, sub quest, and visual action in the gameplay: Discrimination Racism: 19 
data, Stereotype Racism: 7 data, and Prejudice Racism: 4 data. Then the 
researcher take some data that was found in the game to be correlated into the real 
world racial event.  The researcher found 3 data of racial event or conversations, 
and the reseacher tries to explain to the reader depiction racism in the game with 
the real world. Based on this research the researcher found that racism in the game 
happens because uniques factor, the racism is to describe the feeling of injustice in 
their game. It means that the gameplay also describe the way people lives because 
the inspiration of this game came from the habit of the people today. Gamewriter 
tries to describe it in a game that of course we are as gamer/player have many 
selections because of the current development.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
Nur Rochim Adiyanto. 2017. An Analyisis of Racism Portrayed in Bethesda’s 
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Video Game. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, 
Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
 
Advisor : Nur Asiyah, M. A., 
Key words : Video Game, Rasisme, The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim 
 
 Elder Scrolls V Skyrim adalah game besar dalam lingkaran game 
sejenisnya yang dibuat oleh Emil Pagliarulo. Game ini di publikasikan pada tahun 
2011 dan menjadi game yang paling populer mendominasi di antara game 
beraliran RPG. Peneliti sangat tertarik untuk menganalisa The Elder Scrolls V 
Skyrim dengan menggunakan teori rasisme dan beberapa aspek yang di 
fomulasikan untuk menemukan data yang tergambar atau tersiratkan di dalam 
gameplay. Data tersebut terdiri dari dialog, skrip percakapan dan aksi visual atau 
tindakan yang tergambar di dalam game. Salah satu karya terkenal yang bernama 
The Elder Scrolls V Skyirm adalah sebuah pro kebebasan untuk semua pemain, 
game ini memiliki sebuah keunikan karena sebagai pemain kita bebas memilih 
jalan kita sendiri dalam menyelesaikan misi yang ada di dalamnya. Peneliti 
merumuskan masalah ini menjadi 2 yaitu: 1) Rasisme apa saja yang digambarkan 
di dalam The Elder Scrolls V Skyim? 2) Bagaimana rasisme di Bethesda’s The 
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim memiliki kesamaan pada rasisme di dunia nyata?. 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi dan menganalisa bagaimana 
rasisme di dalam game itu tercermin di dalam gameplay dengan menggunakan 3 
aspek rasisme dan untuk mencegah masyarakat melakukan tindakan rasisme 
sesuai dengan kesimpulan yang terjadi di dalam game. 
 Penelitian ini menggunakan diskriptif kualitatif. Data diambil dari dialog, 
percakapan, aksi visual dan kalimat sesuai rasisme yang terjadi di dalam game. 
Sumber dari data adalah sebuah game bernama The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim dibuat 
oleh Emil Pagliarulo. Peneliti sudah memeriksa ras-ras yang ada di dalam game 
dan peneliti menggunakan 3 aspek rasisme untuk mengkorelasikan rasisme di 
game dengan kejadian rasisme di dunia nyata. 
 Hasil dari penelitian tersebut peneliti menemuakan 30 data. Penelitian ini 
menunjukan bahwa di dalam game terdapat kejadian rasis yang terdiri dari 
Diskriminasi, Stereotip, Berprasangka yang ditemukan di The Elder Scrolls V 
Skyrim Video Game terdiri dari misi utama, misi sampingan dan aksi visual yang 
tergambar di dalam gameplay. Diskriminasi Rasisme: 19 data, Stereotip Rasisme: 
7 data, and Berprasangka Rasisme: 4 data. Kemuadian peneliti mengambil data 
yang sudah ditemukan untuk dikorelasikan dengan kejadian rasisme di dunia 
nyata. Peneliti sudah menemukan 3 data rasial dari percakapan yang ada di dalam 
game, dan peneliti mencoba menjelaskan kepada pembaca penggambaran rasisme 
di dalam game dengan rasism di dunia nyata. Berdasarkan dari penelitian ini 
peneliti menemukan bahwa rasisme di dalam game terjadi dari faktor yang unik, 
rasisme untuk menggambarkan perasaan ketidakadilan di dalam game. Itu berarti 
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sang pembuat game memiliki inspirasi dari dunia nyata. Sebagai seorang pemain 
kita bebas dalam memilih jalan kita sendiri untuk menyelesaikan sebuah misi,  
sama halnya di dunia nyata dengan kemajuan teknologi yang ada.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the study 
 Game is a realm to do activity, find happiness, breaking the time or doing 
light sport. Kramer (2000) says, “Game commonly is done by single player or 
multi player.“ It means we play the game because we have got some dulls in 
the middle of life, maybe this word is known by all of human in the world 
what game is  Although the race and the nation is different, but if we talking 
game they know that it’s just a game. Game never know about age and social 
status community, all of circle can play the game and enjoy it, old-young, 
rich-poor, as long as man-woman may play the game. Indeed game can make 
many happiness for all circles, and apart this game also can make us to get 
negative thing, the negative thing is addiction, so it could make us to be lazy 
to do the other activity. Game has some criterias as long as game rules, goal, 
chance and competition. Now it’s so many medias to play the game, as we 
have known they are; Smartphone, tab, tablet, portable game, and the other 
machine game as long as in the modern era.  
 Video game is a thing that use interaction with intervace the user though 
the picture that will be produced by video devices. Video game commonly 
provides appreciation system – example; score, it will be calculated by the 
level of succes that have done for finishing the task or quest on the game 
(Miller, Michael. 1 April 2005). The work “video” on “video game” initially 
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refer to raster display devices. But when the term use “video game”, now that 
work video game can use to call game in all of display devices. The electronic 
system that use to play video game called platform, the example is private 
computer and game console. In this thesis the researcher would to find racism 
in the Skyrim video game. The researcher uses his experience as the gamer to 
find the way how to make a research based on it  
 Racism is a product of the complex interaction in a given society of a 
race-based worldview with prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination. 
Althouhg prejudice and discrimination often go hand in hand, one may be 
present without the other. A person who harbors prejudice may not 
neccessarily angage in overt discrimination, because the target of this or her 
prejudice may not present. For example, someone may dislike Indonesian 
wihout ever having an opportunity to interact with them. Futhermore, laws 
against discrimination, as well as strong social norms or standards may 
prevent overt discrimination, although it still may occur in more subtle ways. 
Hence, the presences of prejudice does not always lead directly to 
discrimination (Feldman, 1995:80). Racism can be present in social actions, 
practices, or political systems (e.g., apartheid) that support the expression of 
prejudice or aversion in discriminatory practices. The ideology underlying 
racist practices often includes the idea that humans can be subdivided into 
distinct groups that are different in their social behavior and innate capacities 
and that can be ranked as inferior or superior. Racist ideology can become 
manifest in many aspects of social life. Associated social actions may include 
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xenophobia, otherness, segregation, hierarchical ranking, supremacism, and 
related social phenomena.  
 According to Feldman (1995:80), discrimination is the behavior 
manifestation of stereotypes and prejudice. If refers to negative (or sometimes 
positive) action towards members of other group due to their membership in a 
group. The reseacher feels that thing because this aspect is very visible in the 
game, and try to find correlation racism in the game with the moder racism. 
This aspect is useful to be reseacher’s tool to analyze some conversation from 
the gameplay that indicate Racism. Stereotype is a set of beliefs and 
expectations about members of a group that are held simply on the basis of 
their membership in the group. Stereotype could provide a framework for 
prejudiced individuals to view others’ behavior. Ultimately, stereotypes may 
increase the chances of discrimination to occur (Feldman, 1995:80). a event 
that indicate as stereotype is happened in a RPG game “Skyrim” that have 
some options to finish that game. The researcher have found the gaffe while 
researcher playing the game in choosing race to be the main character. There 
are some different conversation when the player chooses the race as 
considered immigrants in the game.  
 Prejudice is the negative (or positive) evaluations or judgments of 
members of a group that are based primarily on membership in the group and 
not necessarily on the particular characteristics of individual members 
(Feldman, 1995:80). The game has similar event with statement above, there 
are some prejudices that have been found in the gameplay as long as visual 
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action or while doing quest. Some convertation indicates some forms of 
prejucice as long as in this research is about race. The races in Skyrim video 
game describes that they don’t like the immigrants too, because the 
immigrant people can make the native people in Syrim provice getting loss 
and the vative people of Skyrim tries to influance to the main character to 
have the same thought with racial dialogue. 
 Based on the statement above, racism in the game has a unique thing to 
be analyzed. It can be difference because when we play a RPG game, the 
player can choose our destination/goal by our self. It is about how we 
learning the story in the different way. This research will try to find the three 
aspects of racism as long as discrimination, stereotype and prejudice from the 
gameplay or visual action Skyrim. The researcher tries to play the game 
slowly because in finding racial conversation the researcher needs to read the 
script from the race’s conversation and understand what is the meaning on it.  
 Skyrim, also known as the Old Kingdom, the Fatherland or Keizaal 
(Dovahzul: KEiZAaL Keiz-Aal, "Rebellion-May"), is a vast region set in the 
northern part of Tamriel (Jim, 2011). It is home to the Nords, large and hardy 
men and women who have a strong resistance to frost, both natural and 
magical. Skyrim was originally inhabited by a race of Mer known as the 
Snow Elves, though after the Atmoran-Snow Elf War, the Snow Elves were 
destroyed and the Atmorans settled the land. It is bordered by Morrowind to 
the east, Cyrodiil to the south, Hammerfell to the southwest, and High Rock 
to the west. The island of Solstheim lies to the northeast of Skyrim. 
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 According to Jim (2011), The Elder Scolls V: Skyrim is a video game 
that has released in 2011 for Microsoft Windows, Playstation 3, and Xbox 
360 that is develoved by Berhesda Game Studios and publised by Bethesda 
Softworks. According to The Elder Scrolls wikia, this game is the fifth 
installment of The Elder scroll series. This is the one of great adventure game 
in the world, as Dragonborn who will save the world and learn dragon’s 
power. The Dragonborn will slay the greatest one black dragon “Alduin” and 
save Skyrim as long as the one of the province of Tamriel. Tamriel is a 
greatest continent consist of many races living in the continent, It can be the 
mining of data collection because the continent has various kinds of conflict 
in their area, and of course it’s about race. 
 In this research the researcher tries to find racism in the game. The 
gamewriter wants to explain and publish that their creation has literature 
meaning. Because this is RPG game the reseacher wants to find some racism 
in the main/sub quest and visual action gameplay Skyrim, as long as the main 
character “Dragonborn” that will finish the quest and save the world by 
slaying The Black Dragon “Alduin”. Slaying that dragon is the main quest, 
but as the RPG game we can do the quest later because we can choose the 
other as long as sub quest in the game. We are free to finish what the quest 
that we want, even doing no quest or just for having fun in the game. 
 To supporting this research the researcher takes ergodic, Constructing a 
theoretical model that describes how new electronic forms build on this 
tradition, Aarseth bridges the widely assumed divide between paper texts and 
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electronic texts. There are also some theories about ergodic as found like the 
theory of Wiener, 1986, about art cybertext (animal and machine) in modern 
era of digital (Aspen, 1997). They two make a phenomenological theory and 
it’s just not imbued about game, but it also justify that in a row of period arts 
can go in some media. The reseacher uses the ergodic theory to support this 
reseach and invite the readers leaning literary work of video game. 
 Mimesis is the second theory to support the second problem of this 
research. According to Aristotle, (Miguel, 1989:26) artists and writers who do 
mimetic is not solely plagiarism of the reality, but it’s a creative process to 
produce novelty. Artists and writers produce a new form from sensory reality 
that they have gotten. In the theory that has been developed by him explain 
that he rates artworks as human’s creativity to submit their minds. Several 
things that they have felt and perhaps it happened on the vasic of their 
experiences themselves. In the theory of poetic of mimesis Aristotles agrees 
that art can be correlated in a realm or container, Aristotle says mimesis is 
people which describe a container from their creativity. They make an art to 
submit opinion by making book, poet, drama etc. Concomitant the era has 
flourished, this theory can be harmonized with the new medias that is pop as 
long as a game (in the modern era). The reseacher consider this game can be 
called a mimesis. Reseacher thinks the gamewriter expressly corelate the 
event in the game is like racism that happened in the real world that cause the 
big war going on. As the gamer the reseacher will try to correlate the event of 
racism in 2011 and before that year because The Elder Scroll V: Skyrim was 
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born in 2011. That theory is just a part to supporting this research. The 
reseacher focuses how the racism portrayed in Skyrim gameplay. 
 
B. Problems of the Study 
 Based on the background of the study formulate in following problem 
statement: 
1. What is the racism portrayed in bethesda’s the elder scrolls V: Skyrim? 
2. How does racism in the bethesda’s the elder scrolls V: Skyrim reflect 
racism in the world? 
 
C. Objective of the Study 
 Related with the problems above, this research tries to analyze the 
answers of those question, they are: 
1. To analyze Racism in people nowadays as portrayed from the game. 
2. To prevent the world from suffer the same conclussion as Skyrim 
aftermath. 
 
D.   Limitation of the Problem 
 There are many kind of aspect that found in the gameplay. Hence, the 
researcher needs limitation to make specific character which is going to be 
discussed. This research focuses on analyzing about how the gameplay of 
Skyrim video game apllying Racism in constructing a sence, it is limited in 
visual, conversation, gestural, and spatial analyze. 
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E.   The Benefit of the Study 
 A research made is to give beneficial, experience, and knowladge to the 
reader. By doing this research, the researcher hopes can give some beneficials 
for the reader. The beneficials which are gained by the researcher and other 
researcher are practical and theoretical form of benefits.  
 In practical, The researcher tries to invite the readers to imagine about 
how to find the meaning from especially in the game. The source data are 
taken from the experience of the researcher as a gamer. The researcher hopes 
that this thesis can be a hopefully reference for the readers who want to make 
a masterpiece, specially in the game world. 
 In theoretical, this research is significant to give information about the 
study of Racism in the game, particularly, how to analyze the literary 
meaning that consist of visual, spatial express, gestural and to explain the 
discrimination, stereotype, prejudice between act and text in the game.              
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                                             CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Role-Playing Game (RPG) 
 A role-playing game (RPG) is a game in which each participant assumes 
the role of a character, generally in a fantasy or science fiction setting, that 
can interact within the game's imaginary world. Games like Dungeons and 
Dragons, Battletech and Star Wars were all popular examples of the genre of 
early online role playing games. The online environments known as MUD 
and MOO included software for playing and developing role-playing games 
in text-based environments, often using ASCII maps and menus. (Matt. (April 
11, 2007) 
 MUDs and MOOS evolved into Massive Multiplayer Online Role-
Playing Games (MMPORGs), where users play a version of a game that 
includes access to a persistent world online through the game's interface. 
Ultima Online and Neverwinter Nights were popular early in the development 
of MMPORGs. Everquest's much improved graphic engine drew even more 
players. World of Warcraft, an extremely popular MMPORG created by 
Blizzard software, now boasts over 6 million subscribers. Millions of players 
are involved in other games as well, especially in South Korea, where these 
games have proved especially popular, due in part to the high rate of 
broadband adoption in that country. 
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 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a role-playing game 
(abbreviated RPG) is ``a game in which players take on the roles of imaginary 
characters, usually in a setting created by a referee, and thereby vicariously 
experience the imagined adventures of these characters.'' Of course, this begs 
the question of what it means to "take on the role" of an imaginary character. 
In many games you have a character which is really a token without 
personality. For example, in the boardgame Clue ™ your token is a suspect in 
a murder mystery. In a video game, your token might be a fighter pilot. 
 The statement above explains that a game that have RPG‘s genre is many 
ways to finish the story of the game as long as the goal. According to Matt 
(2007), the difference between a token and a role-played character is this: 
Hypothetically, a person watching the game looks over your shoulder and 
suggests a move, and your reply is "No, my character wouldn't do that." If 
this happens, or is capable of happening, then at some level you are playing a 
role-playing game. This simple distinction puts a world of difference between 
RPGs and other games. The researcher uses this theory to clarify to the 
readers that researcher analyze a free game and the game has many ways 
because as the player we choose our goal by ourselves as the gamer. 
 
B.   Racism 
 Racism issue is not a strange one for every people anymore. Almost 
every time we hear, we see, and we watch it in our daily life as if it is a usual 
thing. Racialism has been a part of human life in the whole human history. 
9 
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Racial issue is the prejudice directed for people because of their race. It has 
brought destruction to human, social and individual life. In social life, it 
makes the deep gap in society, beetween black and white, rich and poor. And 
the most seriously, it could bring war and death. In individual, the racial issue 
effected human sense of self  and it also influence human social behavior, 
psychology, health, and so on.  It can destroy our innate they cannot accept 
ourselves and it also makes us in loneliness, low self esteem, in fear, un canny 
emotion, unsatisfactory relation with orhers, increasing anxiety and even 
madness. 
 Nowdays, Racism still exists in our life, especially in america even 
though it is not as extreme as in twentieth century. It is called modern 
Racism. Feldman (1995:95) defines modern racism as a suble form of 
prejudice in which people appear, on the surface, not to harbor prejudice, but 
who actually do hold racist attitudes. It arises because people often hold 
several competing beliefs and values. They still hold on negative views of 
groups out of their group and think that their group is better than others. In 
most cases, they could wrap their prejudice and try to live as if there are no 
differences, but when they are placed in a situation in which they are given 
social support of racism, they are willing to express and sometimes to act on, 
their unfavorable opinion. 
 According to statistic data of FBI in 2010 there are the increasing of 
racial criminalities in that country. Reformation in the year of sixtieth until 
this day can not perfectly guarantee the right of blackman in American. For 
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example, Obama, the candidate which is chosen to be president of america is 
stuck because of his race. The views of whites and African-Americans are 
almost the mirror image of one another. White tends to feel that race relations 
between White and African-Americans have been improving, while African-
Americans tend to think the become wrse and unworthy     
(http://ErzineArticles.com,2010). 
 The racism not only happens between White and African-American but 
also with other etnics. For instance, the U.S. Commossion on Civil Right 
(1990) recor that cambodian, Vietnamse, and laotion refugees, resettled in the 
United States, are facing a rash of physical assaults, including beating, rock 
throwing, vandalism, intimidation and racial slurs. Often these individuals 
cannot even walk aong the public street without being being physically 
attacked and threatened because of their race or national origin. 
1. Discrimination 
                The Feldman explained that discrimination is a easy thing that 
people do. It can very simple when peoples have a belief to the other race 
as long as stereotype or prejudice to the other race. Discrimintation 
happens nowdays especially in a country that have many immigrants, as 
long as in modern era. Discrimination often go hand in hand, one may be 
present without the other, but discrimination is a form to do non good 
action, you can be discriminated against directly or indirectly, this includes 
bullying someone because of a protected characteristic. 
Discrimination is the behavior manifestation of stereotypes 
and prejudice. If refers to negative (or sometimes positive) 
13 
 
action towards members of other group due to their 
membership in a group. (Feldman (1995:80) 
 
       The Feldman, the researcher will use an analysis based of racism in 
the modern world to analyze racism creation in a game. The reseacher 
feels that thing because this aspect is very visible in the game, and try to 
find correlation racism in the game with the moder racism. This aspect is 
useful to be reseacher‘s tool to analyze some conversation from the 
gameplay that indicate Racism. And also there are direct discrimination 
and in direct discrimination, according to Gilens (1996), rules or policy 
absolutely clear said certain characteristics, as gender, race etc, and it  
inhibiting the same opportunities. Indirect discrmination, is neutral 
becomes discriminatory when it is applied in the field. The statement 
above is the weapon to analyze the data of discrimination in the skyrim 
gameplay. 
 
2. Stereotype 
      A stereotype is used to catergorize a group of people. People don't 
understand that type of person, so they put them into classifications, 
thinking that everyone who is that needs to be like that, or anyone who 
acts like their classifications is one. Stereotype in modern racism is trust, 
one example when people believes that someone that is native from the 
other country have trend of sameness. 
    Stereotype is a set of beliefs and expectations about 
members of a group that are held simply on the basis of 
their membership in the group. Stereotype could provide a 
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framework for prejudiced individuals to view others‘ 
behavior. Ultimately, stereotypes may increase the chances 
of discrimination to occur. (Feldman, 1995:80) 
   
      Based on Feldman, a event that indicate as stereotype is happened 
in a RPG game ―Skyrim‖ that have some options to finish that game. The 
researcher have found the gaffe while researcher playing the game in 
choosing race to be the main character. There are some different 
conversation when we choose the race as considered immigrants in the 
game. Stereotype of job is belief which owned by someone or a group 
about the characteristic attributes, social role that it has to be done by   
certain occupational groups (Gaertner, 2004).  In the game, many things 
happens and it smells racial stereotype. Social status is the point of this 
aspect from the data that have been found. This one will be the sub theory 
to analyze it. 
  
3. Prejudice 
In this case, it refers to a positive or negative evaluation of another 
person based on their perceived group membership. Judgments toward 
people or a person because of their gender, belief, values, social class, 
race/ethicity, nationality or the other personal characteristic. Prejudice is 
appear in the nowdays as long as pressure of the peoples who have belief  
to the other people, it should be a fear for protecting theirselves. 
Prejudice is the negative (or positive) evaluations or 
judgments of members of a group that are based primarily 
on membership in the group and not necessarily on the 
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particular characteristics of individual members. (Feldman, 
1995:80) 
 
 The game has similar event with statement above, there are some 
prejudices that have been found in the gameplay as long as visual action or 
while doing quest. Some convertation indicates some forms of prejucice as 
long as in this research is about race. The races in Skyrim video game 
describes that they don‘t like the immigrants too, because the immigrant 
people can make the native people in Syrim provice getting loss and the 
vative people of Skyrim tries to influance to the main character to have the 
same thought with racial dialogue. According to Fiske (1998), nationalism 
is a sentiment based on common cultural characteristics that binds a 
population and often produces a policy of national independence or 
separatism. It suggests a "shared identity" amongst a nation's people that 
minimizes differences within the group and emphasizes perceived 
boundaries between the group and non-members. The reseacher increases 
this one theory to support analysing the data that have been found. The 
prejudice event in Skyrim indicates doubt to the immigrants. 
 Althouhg prejudice and discrimination often go hand in hand, one may 
be present without the other. A person who harbors prejudice may not 
neccessarily angage in overt discrimination, because the target of this or her 
prejudice may not present. For example, someone may dislike Indonesian 
wihout ever having an opportunity to interact with them. Futhermore, laws 
against discrimination, as well as strong social norms or standards may 
prevent overt discrimination, although it still may occur in more subtle ways. 
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Hence, the presences of prejudice does not always lead directly to 
discrimination, 
 Usually discrimination, prejudice, and stereotype in racism towards 
minority here are not just groups that are numerically smaller than majority 
groups. In the twentieth century, Blackman was made as a slave to whiteman. 
They had no right for their self and as if no hope and better future for them. 
We can see it also in novel written by Rap Ellison, an African-American, 
Invisible Man. He wrote, ―Im an invisible man. I am a man of subtance, of 
flesh and bone, fiber and liquids – and I might even be said to prosses a mind. 
I invisible, understand, simply because people refuse to see me‖ 
(Ellison,1954). 
 Based on the statement above, racism in the game has a unique thing to 
be analyzed. It can be difference because when we play a RPG game, we can 
choose our destination/goal by our self. It is about how we learning the story 
in the different way. This research is to find the three aspects of racism as 
long as discrimination, stereotype and prejudice from the gameplay or visual 
action Skyrim. The researcher tries to play the game slowly because in 
finding racial conversation the researcher needs to read the script from the 
race‘s conversation and understand what is the meaning on it.   
 
C.   The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim 
 Skyrim, also known as the Old Kingdom, the Fatherland or Keizaal 
(Dovahzul: KEiZAaL Keiz-Aal, "Rebellion-May"), is a vast region set in the 
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northern part of Tamriel (Jim, 2011). It is home to the Nords, large and hardy 
men and women who have a strong resistance to frost, both natural and 
magical. Skyrim was originally inhabited by a race of Mer known as the 
Snow Elves, though after the Atmoran-Snow Elf War, the Snow Elves were 
destroyed and the Atmorans settled the land. It is bordered by Morrowind to 
the east, Cyrodiil to the south, Hammerfell to the southwest, and High Rock 
to the west. The island of Solstheim lies to the northeast of Skyrim. 
 Emil Pagliarulo is a video game designer working for Bethesda 
Softworks since 2002. He previously worked for Looking Glass Studios and 
Ion Storm Austin. He is best known for being the lead designer and the lead 
writer of Fallout 3, for which he received the Best Writing award at the 2008 
Game Developers Choice Awards. He was also credited as the senior 
designer and writer of The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, as well as Fallout 4. 
 According to the statement above, the researcher can analyze the racism 
and invite the readers to know about the world of Skyrim, and it‘s main in 
Imagining what are the elements that are in the game. The reseacher have 
maked a picture and hope this can be better enlightenment by following the 
table below, the table is taken from The Elder Scroll wikia written by Jim 
(2011). It will Introduce some races and summary in the Skyrim video game 
as long as especially on Skyrim‘s provice and the story of game: 
1. Explanation of Race in Skyrim 
Race  Explanation    
 Nords are a race that were led to Skyrim by Ysgramor. 
They are tall (standing at a scale of 1.03), fair-haired 
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Nords 
(Nordic) 
 
 
 
 
 
and pale skinned humans from Atmora who are known 
for their incredible resistance to cold and even magical 
frost. They are enthusiastic warriors, and act as 
soldiers, mercenaries, merchants and blacksmiths all 
over Tamriel. Eager to augment their martial skills 
beyond the traditional methods of Skyrim, they excel 
in all manner of warfare. Above all else in Nord 
culture is the quest for honor and glory, and a great 
emphasis is placed on family values. They thrive in the 
cold, reminiscent of their native Atmora, and are 
known as a militant people by their neighbors. Nords 
are also naturally superior at sea, and have benefited 
from nautical trade since their first migrations across 
the sea from Atmora. They captain and crew the 
merchant fleets of many regions, and may be found all 
along Tamriel's coasts. They issue a battle cry to make 
their enemies flee for a short time. Nords comprise the 
majority of the Stormcloaks, as well as the majority of 
the population of Skyrim. (Jim, 2011) 
(Nord is the native of Skyrim, their character is very 
strong and arrogance. They often do racism could be 
because they want to keep and dominance their 
province.) 
 
 
Breton 
 
Bretons are a race of both human and elven ancestry. 
They populate the province of High Rock. They are 
excellent mages with high magic resistance but have 
few other distinctive features. They are considered an 
intelligent race in Tamriel, known for a proficiency in 
abstract thinking, a possible reason for their adeptness 
in the magical arts. It is suggested that they may 
probably also carry Aldmer blood, accounting for their 
magical prowess. (Jim, 2011) 
Breton is the race who live in solitude city they are 
rare to mixed up about racism. 
 
 
Imperial 
Natives of the cosmopolitan province of Cyrodiil, the 
Imperials are some of the most well-educated, wealthy 
and well-spoken of the races in Tamriel. Imperials are 
also known for their discipline and training of their 
citizen armies. Because of this, the Imperials have 
dominated Tamriel for more than 2,000 years. (Jim, 
2011) 
(The dominated race and ambitious, they are smart and 
ready to take a war. They want everything and they 
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one of racist people Skyrim. They want to dominate all 
of the provice in Tamriel that they have done before in 
the other provice.) 
 
 
 
 
High Elf 
Known as "Altmer" in their homeland of Summerset 
Isle, the High Elves are the most gifted in the arcane 
arts of all the races. They can call upon their Highborn 
power to regenerate Magicka quickly.  
Altmer are one of the ten playable races in The Elder 
Scrolls V: Skyrim. Due to their magical affinities, the 
Altmer excel at mage-based classes. Characterized by 
their yellowish skin and amber-colored eyes, the 
Altmer are subjected to racism and discrimination due 
to their affiliation with the Third Aldmeri Dominion 
and the Thalmor. (Jim, 2011) 
(High Elf is smartest race in Skyrim. The are in war 
with Imperial before, but now they are the alliance of 
Imperial. They do provocation to Imperial to againts 
native to get Skyrim.) 
 
 
 
 
Dark Elf 
(Dunmer) 
The Dunmer, more commonly referred to as Dark 
Elves, are the dark skinned elves originating from the 
province of Morrowind. Known to be strong, 
intelligent, quick, aloof, and reserved; mostly keeping 
to themselves, the Dunmer are said to be ill-favored by 
fate. And, although most Dunmer natives of 
Morrowind harbor a bitter distrust and disdain for 
other Races, they are just as distrusting and disdainful 
of other Dunmer. 
While most Races see these characteristics as negative 
in nature the Dunmer and their national character 
embrace them with enthusiastic behaviors. Several 
Dunmer have managed to make their way in other 
provinces as merchants, mages, and assassins for the 
Dark Brotherhood, owing to their natural talent for 
stealth and magic. In their native Province of 
Morrowind many of the Dunmer belong to one of the 
seven Great Houses, where their occupation ranges 
from farmers (House Dres) to assassins for the Morag 
Tong. They also tend to live a very long time. (Jim, 
2011) 
(They were often to be victim of racism in Skyrim as 
immigrant) 
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Khajiit 
The Khajiit are a playable race present in The Elder 
Scrolls V: Skyrim. Khajiit are one of the beast races 
which inhabit the continent of Tamriel, primarily their 
home province of Elsweyr. The Khajiit are Cathay and 
are recognizable by their feline appearance and their 
sly accent. Along with the Argonians, they are referred 
to as the beast-races of Skyrim. Because of this, 
Khajiit have a negative public image. (Jim, 2011) 
(They were often to be victim of racism in Skyrim as 
immigrant) 
 
 
 
Redguards 
Redguards hail from the great desert province of 
Hammerfell. They are descended from a long line of 
warriors and mystic seers. Legend has it that 
Redguards are innately more proficient with the use of 
weaponry than any other race. They excel in all arts 
concerning blade and shield. 
The most naturally talented warriors in Tamriel, the 
dark-skinned Redguards of Hammerfell seem born to 
battle. However, their pride and fierce independence 
of spirit makes them more suitable as scouts or 
skirmishers, or as free ranging heroes and adventurers, 
than as rank and file soldiers. In addition to their 
cultural affinities for many weapon and armor styles, 
Redguards are also blessed with hardy constitutions 
and fleetness of foot. (Jim, 2011) 
(They were often to be victim of racism in Skyrim as 
immigrant) 
 
 
Argonian 
Enigmatic and intelligent, the Argonians are experts at 
guerrilla warfare, and their natural abilities suit their 
swampy homeland, Black Marsh. They have 
developed immunities to the diseases that have 
doomed many would-be explorers in the region, and 
they are capable of easily exploring underwater 
locations due to their ability to breathe underwater. 
Argonians make proficient thieves, due to their 
increased lockpicking and sneaking skills.  (Jim, 2011) 
(They were often to be victim of racism in Skyrim as 
immigrant) 
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Orc 
(Orsimer) 
The Orsimer (more commonly known as Orcs), are the 
native people of the Wrothgarian and Dragontail 
Mountains. Despite historical misconceptions, they are 
in fact a variant of elves or mer, hence the name 
"Orsimer," meaning "Pariah Folk." Following in the 
footsteps of Trinimac, and subsequently Malacath, 
Orcs have consistently held a standard as a race as 
some of Tamriel's greatest warriors and smiths. 
Most orcs are found in strongholds throughout Skyrim, 
though some are seen in major cities such as Morthal 
and Markarth. The Dragonborn may enter, but cannot 
have conversation with the Orcs inside. Once you near 
an Orc Stronghold, a guard will tell you to stay away. 
You are allowed to enter the stronghold, but the Orcs 
dislike it, thus making conversation impossible until 
you complete the quest the guard gives you. This quest 
varies per Stronghold. If the Dragonborn is an Orc, 
they will be accepted and may enter and engage in 
conversations without the need for prerequisite quests, 
though they will still treat the Dragonborn as an 
"outlander." However, if you are an Orc, as well as a 
vampire, then there will be a prerequisite quest. Orc 
strongholds tend to have a mine and blacksmith tools, 
which are usable regardless of whether the associated 
quest has been completed. (Jim, 2011) 
(They are often to be thug and sell their strength for 
money) 
Taken from http://elderscrolls.wikia.com/ 
2. Summary 
Skyrim is the open world game that get populariry in the game world. 
As a gamer, I like this game because I can get point and moral as long as 
on game. When we play this game, we can imagine and feel that we are in 
the game. Reaseacher will tell the main quest of Skyrim video game as 
long a Drgonborn that will save Skyrim‘s province from the Black Dragon 
―Alduin‖.  
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The main story begins with the imprisoned player being led to an 
Imperial execution in the town of Helgen, alongside a thief, several 
Stormcloak soldiers and their leader, Ulfric Stormcloak, who murdered the 
High King of Skyrim with his voice (Jim, 2011). Alduin, a large black 
dragon, unexpectedly interrupts the procession, attacking and destroying 
the town before the player can be executed. The player escapes and 
journeys to the nearby town of Riverwood, whose residents are now 
fearful that the dragon could strike their town as well at any moment. 
Riverwood also serves as a tutorial village in that the player can forge 
items, trade goods, practice alchemy, and receive miscellaneous quests. 
The player is asked to make their way to the city of Whiterun, to request 
aid from the city's Jarl against the dragon threat. Jarl Balgruuf the Greater 
accepts. He also directs the player to his court wizard, who asks the player 
to retrieve the Dragonstone, an ancient artifact that shows the location of 
ancient dragon burial sites. No dragons will be generated until the player 
returns to Whiterun, with the exception of Helgen, during the beginning of 
the storyline. 
The player returns to Whiterun with the Dragonstone, only to learn that 
another dragon has appeared near the city. After slaying the dragon with 
assistance from the city's guards, the player unexpectedly absorbs the 
dragon's soul which grants them the ability to perform a magical ability 
called a "Thu'um", or Shout. The city's guards are astonished, and inform 
the player that they must be a Dragonborn, a mortal born with the soul and 
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power of a dragon. After returning to the Jarl with news of the dragon's 
defeat, the player is summoned to meet with the Greybeards, an order of 
monks who live in seclusion in their temple of High Hrothgar on the 
slopes of Skyrim's tallest mountain, the Throat of the World. 
The Greybeards further train the player in the "Way of the Voice", 
teaching the player more powerful Thu'ums and instructing the player on 
their destiny and role as the Dragonborn. The player learns that Skyrim's 
civil war is the last in a sequence of prophetic events foretold by the Elder 
Scrolls, which also predicted the return of Alduin, the first dragon and the 
Nordic god of destruction. Alduin is prophesied to destroy the races of 
Men and Mer, and consume the world. The player character is the latest 
and likely last "Dovahkiin", or Dragonborn. Dovahkiin are anointed by the 
gods to help fend off the threat Alduin and other dragons pose to Tamriel. 
The Greybeards task the player with retrieving the legendary Horn of 
Jurgen Windcaller in the marshes of Hjaalmarch as a final test. However, 
the player discovers the Horn has been stolen, and the culprit wishes to 
meet with the Dragonborn. The thief reveals herself as Delphine, 
Riverwood's innkeeper. Delphine admits that she set up the player in 
retrieving the Dragonstone. Delphine wants the Dragonborn to prove their 
power before explaining her actions, and they head to the village of 
Kynesgrove, where a dragon burial mound is supposedly located. Once 
there, the player and Delphine witness Alduin reviving a dragon from the 
burial mound and defeat the dragon. Delphine later reveals that she is one 
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of the last surviving members of the Blades—an order of bodyguards 
sworn to protect Dragonborn Imperial Emperors, and before that, they 
were sworn to kill dragons. She explains that the Blades have been out of 
purpose for centuries with no Dragonborn Emperor, and now with the 
player character being the next Dragonborn, the organization has finally 
regained its purpose. Afterwards, Malborn, who Delphine tells the player 
to meet at Solitude to help you, helps the player infiltrate the Thalmor 
Embassy near the city of Solitude, the headquarters of the Aldmeri 
Dominion in Skyrim, to follow up on her suspicions about the Thalmor's 
possible involvement with the dragon threat. While there, the player 
discover the Thalmor are searching for a man named Esbern, an archivist 
of the Blades Order, then the Thalmor tell the player to surrender or they 
will kill Malborn, but Malborn attacks the soldiers and the player has the 
opportunity to save Malborn though it is not necessary. After escaping the 
Thalmor Embassy, Delphine then instructs the player to locate Esbern, 
known to be hiding in the sewers and Ratway of the city of Riften. 
The player character accompanies the Blades in search of Alduin's 
Wall, a prophetic engravement located in an ancient Blades fortress known 
as Sky Haven Temple. While the Blades set up in the temple, the player 
character learns that the ancient Nords used a special Thu'um against 
Alduin called "Dragonrend", representing mankind's comprehensive hatred 
for the dragons, to cripple his ability to fly so they could engage him. To 
gain more information, the player meets the ancient dragon Paarthurnax, 
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the leader of the Greybeards who was once one of Alduin's most feared 
generals. Paarthurnax reveals that Alduin was not truly defeated in the 
past, but was cast into the currents of time by the use of an Elder Scroll in 
the hope was that he would never reemerge. The player manages to locate 
the Elder Scroll within the ancient Dwemer ruin of Blackreach and uses it 
to peer through a window in time, when Alduin was first defeated, 
learning the powerful Dragonrend Shout to combat Alduin. 
Armed with the knowledge of how the ancient Nords defeated Alduin, 
the player battles Alduin on the summit of the Throat of the World. 
Overpowered by the player, Alduin flees to Sovngarde, the Nordic 
afterlife. The player learns that Dragonsreach, the palace of the Jarl of 
Whiterun, was originally built to trap and hold a dragon. The Jarl refuses 
to allow the player to utilize Dragonsreach and possibly endanger the city 
if the civil war between the Stormcloaks and the Imperial Legion still 
rages. With the help of the Greybeards, the player calls a council between 
General Tullius—the Imperial Legion's commander—and Ulfric 
Stormcloak, successfully calling for a temporary armistice while the 
dragon threat exists. If the civil war questline has been completed 
beforehand, thus ending the war, the Jarl eventually agrees with 
persuasion. 
The player summons and traps a dragon named Odahviing in 
Dragonsreach, learning from him that Alduin has fled to Sovngarde 
through a portal located high in the Velothi Mountains, at an ancient fort 
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called Skuldafn. Odahviing, impressed with the player's Thu'um and 
ability to capture him, agrees to fly the player to Skuldafn, claiming 
Alduin has shown himself as weak and undeserving of leadership over the 
dragon race. Upon arrival at Skuldafn, the player fights their way up to the 
portal to Sovngarde. Upon entering Sovngarde, the player travels to the 
Hall of Valor and meets with Ysgramor, the legendary Nord who, along 
with his Five Hundred Companions, drove the Elves out of Skyrim. 
Ysgramor informs the player that Alduin has placed a "soul snare" in 
Sovngarde, allowing him to gain strength by devouring the souls of 
deceased Nords arriving there. The player meets up with the three heroes 
of Nordic legend who defeated Alduin originally, and, with their help, 
destroys the soul snare and defeats Alduin once more. 
If the player did not kill Paarthurnax in an earlier side quest, an 
alternate conclusion is given. The player returns to the summit of the 
Throat of the World in which Paarthurnax and several other dragons wait. 
Paarthurnax explains that even though Alduin is defeated, they are in no 
condition to celebrate for he was once their ally and is still one of their kin. 
Having asserted his authority over many dragons, Paarthurnax declares 
that the remainder of the dragons will "submit to his Thu'um", suggesting 
he wants to take Alduin's place as the leader of the dragons in order to 
teach them the Way of the Voice. 
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A. Ergodic  
 A few words on the two neoteric terms, cybertext and ergodic, are in 
order. Cybertext is neologism derived from norbert wiener‘s book (and 
disciple) called cybernetics, and subtitled control and comminication in the 
animal and the machine (Espen, 1997). Wiener laid and an important 
foundation for the development of digital computers, but his cope is not 
limited to mechanical world of transistors and, later, of micrichips. As the 
subtitle indicates, Wiener's perspective includes both organic and inorganic 
systems; that is, any system that contains an information feedback loop. 
Likewise, the concept of cybertext does not limit itself to the study of 
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computer-driven (or "electronic") textuality; that would be an arbitrary and 
unhistorical limitation, perhaps comparable to a study of literature that would 
only acknowledge texts in paper-printed form.  
 While there might be sociological reasons for such a study, we would not 
be able to claim any understanding of how different forms of literature vary. 
The concept of cybertext focuses on the mechanical organization of the text, 
by positing the intricacies of the medium as an integral part of the literary 
exchange. However, it also centers attention ....A_ on the consumer, or user, 
of the text, as a more integrated figure ~ than even reader-response theorists 
would claim. The performance of their reader takes place all in his head, 
while the user of cybertext also performs in an extranoematic sense. During 
the cybertextual process, the user will have effectuated a semiotic sequence, 
and this selective movement is a work of physical construction that the 
various concepts of "reading" do not account for. This phenomenon I call 
ergodic, using a term appropriated from physics that derives from the Greek 
words ergon and hodos, meaning "work" and "path." In ergodic literature, 
nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text. If ergodic 
literature is to make sense as a concept, there must also be nonergodic 
literature, where the effort to traverse the text is trivial, with no extranoematic 
responsibilities placed on. 
 literature and visual art, was reduced to the multicursal paradigm that we 
recognize today. Consequently, the old metaphor of the text as labyrinth, 
which in medieval poetics could signify both a difficult, winding, but 
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potentially rewarding linear process and a spatial, artistically complex, and 
confusing artifact, was restricted to the latter sense. Therefore, I find it 
reasonable to assume that the image of the text as a labyrinth has undergone 
an ideological transformation, from a harmonic duality where the figurative 
likeness of the narrative text as unicursal coexisted with a tropology of 
multicursal aspects, such as repetition, interlaced narrative threads, prolepsis, 
and so forth. When the unicursal paradigm faded, however, the multicursal 
paradigm came to dominate the figure, devolving the rich ambiguity of the 
classical and medieval labyrinth into the less ambiguous Renaissance model 
of pure multicursality. Since we now regard labyrinthine and linear as 
incompatible terms, and since the labyrinth no longer denotes linear progress 
and teleology but only their opposites, its status as a model of narrative text 
has become inapt for most narratives. For a typical example of this misnomer, 
consider the following, from a discussion of postmodernist writing: "We shall 
never be able to unravel the plots of John Fowles's The Magus (1966), Alain 
Robbe-Grillet's Le Voyeur (1955) or Thomas Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49 
(1966), for they are labyrinths without exits" (Lodge 1977, 266; last italics 
mine). Here, the image of the labyrinth has become severely distorted. A 
labyrinth without exit is a labyrinth without entrance; in other words1 not a 
labyrinth at all. 
 Even in highly subversive narratives, such as the novels of Samuel 
Beckett or Italo Calvina's If on a Winter's Night a Traveler ... (1993), the 
reader is faced, topologically, with a unicursal maze. Yet there are some 
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novels for which the post-Renaissance model is perfectly valid, for instance 
Julio Cortazar's Rayuela (1966), in which the topology is multicursal. In yet 
others, such as Vladimir Nabokov's Pale Fire (1962), it may be described as 
both unicursal and multicursal. 
 A related but reverse problem is the tendency to describe the new text 
media as radically different from the old, with attributes solely determined by 
the material technology of the medium. In these analyses, technical 
innovation is presented as a cause of social improvement and political and 
intellectual liberation, a historical move away from the old repressive media. 
This kind of technological determinism (the belief that technology is an 
autonomous force that causes social change) has been refuted eloquently by 
Langdon Winner (1986), James W. Carey (1988), and others but continues, 
nevertheless, to dominate the discussion. In the context of literature, this has 
led to claims that digital technology enables readers to become authors, or at 
least blurs the (supposedly political) distinction between the two, and that the 
reader is allowed to create his or her own "story" by "interacting" with "the 
computer." The ideological forces surrounding new technology produce a 
rhetoric of novelty, differentiation, and freedom that works to obscure the 
more profound structural kinships between superficially heterogeneous 
media. Even the inspiring and perceptive essays of Richard Lanham (1993) 
are suffused by this binary rhetoric and, ultimately, dominated by politics at 
the expense of analysis. 
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 According to Espen (1997), Constructing a theoretical model that 
describes how new electronic forms build on this tradition, Aarseth bridges 
the widely assumed divide between paper texts and electronic texts. He then 
uses the perspective of ergodic aesthetics to reexamine literary theories of 
narrative, semiotics, and rhetoric and to explore the implications of applying 
these theories to materials for which they were not intended. 
 Based on some definitions above, it can be the part to support this 
research. The researcher takes that theory is only to harmonize that literary 
work in the game is true. Skyrim is the greatest one video game in the world, 
so it‘s interesting for researcher to analyze that video game. 
 
B. Mimesis  
 In theory of mimesis, Plato says that all art is mimetic by nature; art is an 
imitation of life. He believed that ‗idea‘ is ultimate reality. Art imitates idea 
and so it is imitation of reality. He gives an example of a carpenter and a 
chair. The idea of ‗chair‘ first came in the mind of carpenter. He gave 
physical shape to his idea and created a chair. The painter imitated the chair 
of the carpenter in his picture of chair (Miguel, 1989). Thus, painter‘s chair is 
twice removed from reality. Hence, he believed that art is twice removed 
from reality. He gives first importance to philosophy as philosophy deals with 
idea. Whereas poetry deals with illusion – things which are twice removed 
form reality. So to Plato, philosophy is better than poetry. This view of 
mimesis is pretty deflationary, for it implies that mimetic art--drama, fiction, 
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representational painting-- does not itself have an important role to play in 
increasing our understanding of human beings and the human world. This 
implication would not be rejected by every lover--or indeed every creator--of 
imaginative literature. Ironically it was Plato's most famous student, Aristotle, 
who was the first theorist to defend literature and poetry in his writing Poetics 
against Plato‘s objection and his theory of mimesis. 
 Aristotle agrees with Plato in calling the poet an imitator and creative art, 
imitation. He imitates one of the three objects – things as they were/are, 
things as they are said/thought to be or things as they ought to be. In other 
words, he imitates what is past or present, what is commonly believed and 
what is ideal. Aristotle believes that there is natural pleasure in imitation 
which is an in-born instinct in men. It is this pleasure in imitation that enables 
the child to learn his earliest lessons in speech and conduct from those around 
him, because there is a pleasure in doing so. In a grown-up child – a poet, 
there is another instinct, helping him to make him a poet – the instinct for 
harmony and rhythm. 
 He does not agree with his teacher in – ‗poet‘s imitation is twice removed 
form reality and hence unreal/illusion of truth', to prove his point he compares 
poetry with history. The poet and the historian differ not by their medium, but 
the true difference is that the historian relates ‗what has happened‘, the poet, 
‗what may/ought to have happened‘ - the ideal. Poetry, therefore, is more 
philosophical, and a higher thing than history because history expresses the 
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particular while poetry tends to express the universal. Therefore, the picture 
of poetry pleases all and at all times. 
 According to Aristotle (in Miguel 1989:29), artists and writers who do 
mimetic is not solely plagiarism of the reality, but it‘s a creative process to 
produce novelty. Artists and writers produce a new form from sensory reality 
that they have gotten. Aristotle does not agree with Plato in the function of 
poetry making people weaker and emotional/too sentimental. For him, 
catharsis is ennobling and it humbles a human being. So far as the moral 
nature of poetry is concerned, Aristotle believes that the end of poetry is to 
please; however, teaching may be the byproduct of it. Such pleasing is 
superior to the other pleasures because it teaches civic morality. So all good 
literature gives pleasure, which is not divorced from moral lessons.  
 Basen on statement above, the reseacher wants to explain as video game 
can be literature art that have form picture of world. It is not a plagiarism, but 
mimesis is also human creativity to show gamewriter‘s feeling. The example 
the reseacher is trying to correlate racism portrayed in Skyrim to racism in the 
raeal world. This research has been mimetic action when the researcher 
begins to write the thesis. So this theory will be the part for supporting and 
answer the one of the problem statement of this research. 
 
G.  Previous Related Study 
 To support this research, the researcher needs some other reseach that 
have been made by other researchers. These research hoped to help the the 
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researcher to fix the problem of this research. The first research quotes from 
thesis entitled Iago's Racism As Reflected In Shakespeare's Othello written by 
Erna Sari (2011), a graduated student from English Literature of State Islamic 
University. The objects of the study are in forms of words, phrases, clauses, 
and sentences. That objects are taken from drama entitled Othello by 
Shakespeare, To detect Iago‘s racism in the drama. In her thesis has a familiar 
concept and she uses Racism theory.  
 The second research quostes from thesis entitled The Meaning of Race 
and Violence in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas written by Ben DeVane, 
student in department of Curriculum & Instruction at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. His research study investigates how youths actually play 
Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas and what meanings they make from it. This 
study finds that players use their own experiences and knowledge to interpret 
the game – they do not passively receive the games‘ images and content. The 
meanings they produce about controversial subjects are situated in players‘ 
local practices, identities and Discourse models as they interact with the 
game‘s semiotic domain. The results suggest that scholars need to study 
players in naturalistic settings if they want to see what ―effects‖ games are 
having on players. He analyzed a most RPG game, or it was called open 
world game. A genre game that I have loved and I also It has the same 
genre‘s game as this research.  
 This thesis are different both of the thesis, in this thesis researcher has 
maked the title An Analysis of Racism Portrayed in Bethesdas’s The Elder 
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Scroll V: Skyrim Video Game by using three aspects of Racism theory. The 
researcher focused to the main character who will through the journey of 
Quest in the Skyrim. Then the researcher also focused how to find racism as 
portrayed in the video game, collecting the conversation that indicate racism 
from quest/visual action in the Skyrim gameplay. When the data is found, the 
researcher will sort it into three aspect of racism to be analyzed. And the last 
the reseacher will describe what is the literature meaning that is showed by 
the gamewriter and making the conclusion  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The important part of the research or analyzing the data is a method of 
analysis, researcher describes the method as a sword and object of research as a 
forest. The real function the sword is to cut down leaf of the forest the find the 
way. In this study, the researcher also uses method to analyze the object of the 
study to understand all data that is focused to the quest or visual action Skyrim 
gameplay and finally transform it into a complete study. The researcher tries to 
analyze the Racism in game “Skyrim”, Main/Sub Quest and Visual action 
gameplay as object of the analysis. 
A. Research Method 
 In analyzing the game, the researcher uses qualitative method, because 
all data are analyzed in the form word sentences of the script and visual. 
Qualitative methods were developed in social science to enabled researh to 
study social and cultural phenomena (Myes, 1977). According to sukmadinata 
(2005) primary thing about qualitative researh is constructivism which 
assumes that reality is multy dimentional, interactive and an exchange of 
social experience is interprreted by each individual. Qualitative research is an 
inductive approach, and it‟s oal is to gain a deeper understanding of person‟s 
or group experinces. This methodology as a qualitative researh procedure that 
produce descriptive data in the form of written word spoken of the people and 
the observed behavior. 
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 In suppoting qualitative method, the researcher also uses descriptive 
method descriptive method is the way to reveal the image of the subject of the 
researh and qualitative method as an umbrella term to reveal reseach 
strategies that share certain characteristic. Nazir (1998:75) describes” 
descriptive method is a method of reaserh that makes the description of the 
situation of the events or occurrences, so that the method has an intention to 
accumulate the basic data” According to Muhammad (2011:35) says that: 
“The qualitative research is indeed related to description,  “descriptive is the 
nature of qualitative research which its data are the form of the description of 
research object”. (descriptive analysis is aimed to give a description about a 
research subject which is based on the data taken from some variables which 
are obtained from the group of subject and is not aimed to examine a 
hypothesis). For that reason, this research is best done by using qualitative 
descriptive method.   
 
B. Source of Data 
 According to Sudaryanto (1993), data are considered as the materials, 
which are used in some research from which the research object is described. 
Data themselves may be in the forms of discourse, sentences, clauses, phrases, 
or words which can be obtained from book, magazine, newspaper, television 
advertisement, movie, brochure, etc. In relation to the qualitative research, as 
it is stated in Creswell (1994: 162), the data are reported in form words or 
pictures rather than numbers. So to make it easy , the reseacher divides the 
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data into two, primary data and secondary data. The game script of Skyrim 
will be the best way to find the Racism, it is the primary data. Then the 
sentence will be add as the evidence to support the analysis. The secondary 
data is all data which related to the object of the research like visual gameplay 
and visual character in the game. All of data are read carefully by the 
reseacher to find out the suitable relation with the research. 
 
C. Research Instrument 
 The other explanation of qualitative methodology is that this research 
tends to use the researcher as the key instrument of the research. This 
statement is clearly stated in Creswell (2009: 175) that “Researcher as key 
instrument- Qualitative researchers collect data themselves through 
examining documents, observing behavior, or interviewing participants”. 
From this, it is found that every step in this research, the researcher is used to 
be the key of the research itself. This research tends to make the researcher as 
the one who actually gather information and do not rely on questionnaires or 
instrument developed by other researchers (Creswell, 2009: 175). Related to 
these explanations, this research uses the researcher itself as the key 
instrument of this research who performs all needed in the research by using 
his knowledge and energy to find, collect, and analyze the data for finishing 
the research. 
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D. Data Collection 
 In this research the researcher uses the descriptive qualitative method. 
Allison defines “descriptive research sets out to seek accurate and adequate 
descriptions of activities, objects, processes, and person” (Allison, 1996: 14). 
Whereas Creswell defines qualitative research as follows: 
Qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based 
on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a 
social or human problem. The researcher builds a complex, holistic 
picture, analyzes words, reports detailed views of information, and 
conducts the study in a natural setting (Creswell, 1998: 15) 
 
 The collecting data is one of the task which is the most one important in 
this research. In the process of collecting the data, the reseacher needs 
primary and secondary data. For the primary data, the researcher takes the 
data from the video game script printed out hard copy. The script of the video 
is the one of the main quest in skyrim. Based on the quest the researcher can 
analyze the racism itself. The secondary data researcher find from library 
from library or from internet and get data from lecturer too. Then this thesis 
uses several book and video gameplays as the source of the data to supporting 
the analysis. However, the reseacher will focus on the the some quest and 
visual action of  Skyrim video game indicate Racism. 
 
E. Data Coding 
 In this research the researcher organize the data by encoding the data to 
be able to analyze the data optimally. Sharon (2004: 137-138) mention that 
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coding is “A systematic way in which to condense extensive data sets into 
smaller analyzable units through the creation of categories and concepts 
derived from the data.” To make it easy the reseacher will make some 
abbreviations of race to the reader. The point of racism will be known by the 
reader by following this table: 
Nord ND 
Orc OC 
High Elf HE 
Argonian AN 
Khajiit KJ 
Imperial IMP 
Breton BT 
Redguards RG 
Dark Elf DE 
 
 The reseacher collects the data and make data sorting from three aspects 
that make hatred, including racism, come into existence; they are 
discrimination, stereotype and prejudice. Here is the example to read the 
coding data: 
1. The Aspects in The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim indicating Racism 
a. 01 Discrimination 
Data Number Classification Explanation 
01.1/IMP/AN/TESV 
“Next, the cat!” 
Discrimination A scene that will make you feel 
a discrimination from a woman 
captain of Empire who call the 
villain to be executioned. They 
must give their head for the 
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punishment. It happens 
because we choose Khajiit race 
to be our main character in the 
game. This can be said 
Reactions to Player's Race as 
long as a 
Discrimination.Continuation of 
the story, the main character is 
saved cause of Dragon‟s attact 
in Helgen city of Skyrim. The 
story continues into escape 
from Dragon‟s attack. 
 
Explanation: 
1).  01.1/IMP/AN/TESV 
a).   01 : Refers to Discrimination aspect. 
b).   02        : Refers to Stereotype aspect. 
c).   03        : Refers to Prejudice aspect. 
d).   1         : Refers to The number of data 
e).    IMP   : Refers to Imperial Race as the Racist. 
f).    AN : Refers to Argonian Race as the Victim. 
g).   TESV  : Refers to The game The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim. 
 
 Encoding the data above consider aspects, they are; based on number of 
problem statement, number of the data, and the title of the game. The aims of 
the data coding above help the researcher to analyze the data optimally. 
Beside that the researcher also hopes the data coding help the reader most 
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easily in understanding. And the researcher gives the example the way to read 
the data coding easily. 
 
F. Technique of Analysis Data 
 After collecting all the data and information which relates with the study, 
the data will be combined and analyzed to get what the researcher want and 
has been planned in the object of this thesis. In analyze the data uses library 
reaseach and applied the qualitative descriptive method. 
 The researcher has some steps to analyzing this research. According to 
Miles and Huberman (in Silalahi, 2012: 77) states, “The main Component 
analysis process in this research is: (1) data reduction, (2) data dish, (3) 
conclusion or verification”. This steps is to make the researcher easier in 
work of analyze the problem in this thesis. 
1. The reseacher plays the game. The reseacher has described it over and 
over again in order to fully understand what the quest or gameplay means 
and collect the data from the game. 
2. The researcher has to find data, conversation that related with the problem. 
3. After all part in data of the research was collected, the researcher have to 
mark and notes the data which having the relation to the problem of this 
study which in case is Racism to supporting the analysis. 
4. The researcher makes a data display to make the researcher more easier in 
analyzing process. 
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5. The researcher can start to analyze the game. Investigate and analyze the 
racism which contained in the game with descriptive qualitative method 
that picturing the people discrmination, stereotype, and prejudice. 
6. After all steps have been done, the researcher then can make the 
conclusion and suggestion of the analysis. This is the last step of the 
analysis. All of those steps done by the researcher under the support of the 
supervisors who mastering this research. 
 
Here is the flowchart of research design : 
 
RESEARCHER                                 DATA SOURCE : The main   
quest/sub quest and visual 
action in Skyrim gameplay 
 
Marking the script of the game 
which related to the problem 
 
 
After Marking the data, make 
data display. 
                                                                     
Data Selected: interpreted 
analysis                                         
by theory and qualitative 
descriptive method 
Conclusion 
 
   Taken from Miles and Huberman (in Silalahi, 2012: 77) 
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G. Data Validation 
 Data validation is the conclusion of the end of finding data of the data 
that found in collecting data, after data reduction. Based on the Longman 
Dictionary of Comtemporary English defines „validation‟ as “formal to prove 
that something is true of correct, or to make a document pr agreement of 
offically and legally acceptable, “Meanwhile Creswell says that validity is 
used to suggest determining wheather the findings are accurate from 
standpoint of the researcher, the pasticipant, or the readers of an account. 
(Creswell, 2003:195) 
 In this reasearch the researcher uses the coding data to make the reader 
easier getting the point of this research. The researcher also makes the 
explanation about the race of Skyrim, so the reader must understand it 
because it is important to check the data being analyzed. The researcher took 
the data from the game entitled The Elder Scroll V: Skyrim by Emil 
Pagliarulo in order to get validity of the data. 
  The researcher plays the game and read the data carefully to understand 
the work‟s content and makes it a list of the data. Besides cheacking data, the 
researcher also asks two experts they are Mr. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo M. 
Hum and SF Lukfianka Sanjaya Purnama, M.Hum in order to support the 
data validation. Mr. Luthfie has been an advance gamer, older and more 
experieced, he has knowledge about literature and know how to find the 
meaning of literary work as well as in the game. The second expert is Mr. J, 
he is the experienced-genre gamer, I asked him about the sructure how to 
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make the thesis and how to gather the data from the game that he did before 
in a thesis. They are the lecturer of English Letters at The State Islamic 
Institude of Surakarta. After that the reseacher analyzed with the aspect of 
Racism that found in Bethesda‟s The Elder Scroll V: Skyrim Video Game. 
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 the researcher can develop this thesis to get more understanding about the 
racism itself. The researcher also hopes the English Literature students may 
study more about this problem because this thesis also reflects the real 
condition from the people today. The student must be able to understand 
data/conversation that indicate racism in the games. Furthermore, the 
reseacher hopes the lecture can explain and improve learning about Racism 
and the way to analysis Racism, especially about high sense of negative sides 
in Racism, so all student are able to interpret the positive or negative of the 
Racism. 
 The researcher also hopes that this study can be a reference for English 
Literature department student who wants to analyze the Racism lifestyle and 
also for the readers in enriching their knowledge who are interested in this 
kind of topic. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH  FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
  There are some findings that shows Racism in several selected 
quest/visual action. The researcher knows that the findings reflected the real 
condition of the habit of the Racism where the people have their character. 
Here, the data was reveal some kinds of racism, there are: Discrmination 
Racism, Stereotype Racism, and Prejudice Racism. 
 Discrmination Racism in the game uses some aspects to realize the data 
that it’s appeared in the Skyrim gameplay. The reseacher finds that thing 
because this aspect is very visible in the game, and this thing is the important 
aspect. There are three aspect: Dominannce, Happiness, and Overstate. As we 
have known Discrimination is an action of the indivual ego to get a thing they 
want, more precisely in this research is about Race. There are some peoples 
and they have the same minded one another, and they also reject the other 
people that is not same with them. For the finding and finishing this research 
soon, playing the game is the golden way. In the game,  we will be presented 
assorted race who can’t be explained one by one.  
 The territory of Skyrim usually is the place for native people as sure as 
Nord, but when the era was changed so many races want to live in there. Even 
the territory of Skyrim is also divided to be two strongholds. The first 
Stronghold is Stronghold that is headed by human who named “Ulfric”, a 
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Nord race and native of Skyrim province, and that stronghold have name as 
sure as Stormcloak that will always do the rebellion to the Emperor of 
Tamriel continent “Empire” because they think Empire wants to dominate the 
Skyrim territory. The second stronghold is Impeial Stronghold, this 
Stronghold is kingdom that is headed by Imperial race who name “Tullius” 
and some Nord races join that Legion. They two does not want make piece 
untill become a War between Imperial and Stromcloak that is named “Civil 
War”. And the other race that have no bussines get adverse effects by their 
ego. That thing is Decriminatin to the immigrant race directly.  
 Discrimination can be done by saying word, action as sure as 
mockery/joke to the other race. And in this game they are who have done 
Discrimination is to get the three aspects, that’s Dominannce, Happiness, and 
Overstate. One example of Dominance is when the other race wants to live in 
a territory of Skyrim , they are stopped and not supposed to enter. Because 
this is not their territory, example of Khajiit race who want enter in the city. 
The next aspect is happiness aspect. This aspect is showed when Nord race 
says Discrimination word directly and to the point into the victim. But that 
word commonly is a joke and an intentional to disturb the other race to get 
happiness. Then the last aspect is Overstate. This aspect commonly is appear 
in the game when we get quest and working with the various race. But 
commonly the one of the race acts out of the rule to finish the quest.  
 They say directly that their race is the best one in term of level, power 
and cleverness. And it is pictured that they can finish the quest alone. There 
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are 19 data that contain Racism. It is also means that the gamewriter tries to 
show that Discrimination is easy thing that could be done. He shows us that 
racism in the real world is too much as sure as between action or word that 
are said by our mouth with easy without knowing the victim’s feeling. As the 
final result, the researcher states that the data “Quest/Visual Action 
containing Racism that reflect the life of people nowadays. 
 Stereotype Racism” in the game is a trust that have been had by some 
races to make an opinion and they try to obey it. The example from the 
Stereotype data above explains that there is a soldier who named “Harvard” 
asks a villain. He thinks that Orc races are strong and firm, so that he does not 
believe that orc is arrested and they will get beheadings. In this aspect, the 
gamewriter tries to shows that the stereotype in this game is very strong like 
in the real world. If we learn about where the gamewriter live, we will get a 
picture of European continent that have been coroved by racism. Many 
people from that continent still trust about Stereotype of human being as sure 
as Race. And from this context is Stereotype aspect. Here, the researcher found 
the Stereotype Racism; there are 7 data that show Racism. As the final result, the 
researcher states that the song The Quest and Visual Action/Gameplay also 
containing Racism that reflect the people‟s lives. 
 Prejudice Racism that is appear in the game is a doubt to the other race. 
If we learn about prejudice itself, in fact this thing is means like “Suudzon” in 
Arabic. Often this thing has been happened in the Skyrim video game, and the 
racist commonly does an action and also they try to influence the other people 
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to agree with them. It is like an example from one of data above,  there is a 
NPC that named Rolff who live in Windhem city. He does not trust and make 
doubt to the immigrant that has live in his port city. He also try to influence 
the other people who meet with him in first time to agree with him by saying 
bad word. Doubt to the immigrant itself because the native people in there 
care about their kingdom. Researcher can say that the gamewriter tries to 
show there are so many prejudice in the real life. And in this context they 
don’t care what they have done although they must do Racism. There are 4 
data that show Stereotype Racism in the gameplay. Totally, the researcher 
finds 30 data. The most racism is happened in the discrimination aspect. 
No Aspects of Racism 
 
Racist 
 
 
Victim 
Amount of 
Data 
1 Discrimination 
IMP 
ND 
ND 
ND 
HE 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
IMP 
IMP 
HE 
DE 
AN 
DE 
RG 
RG 
KJ 
ND 
OC 
HE 
KJ 
AN 
KJ 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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ND IMP 1 
2 Stereotype 
ND 
ND 
IMP 
ND 
IMP 
HE 
KJ 
OC 
RG 
DE 
DE 
DE 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 Prejudice 
ND 
ND 
ND 
DE 
RG 
HE 
2 
1 
1 
Total   30 
 
B. Discussion 
 This part is the analysis based on findings above, researcher wants to 
analyze the data from the game. The researcher also tries to answer the 
problem statement with two parts below,  they are: 
1. Racism Portrayed in Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls Skyrim 
 According to Espen (1997), constructing a theoretical model that 
describes how new electronic forms build on this tradition, Aarseth bridges 
the widely assumed divide between paper texts and electronic texts. In the 
ergodic theory said about modern research that was patented that we can 
research a literary work in the modern media. It can be called as long as 
new media that have used by humans in accordance with the current 
development that they have followed. In this researh the reseacher 
examines carefully a creation that can be said included into a game which 
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have a picture from the real world, the researcher tries to reveals literature 
work on it with using racism research. The reseacher also shows the 
screenshot as the verification using this theory. 
 Based on the theory of racism in chapter two, In this part the 
researcher wants to discusses the first problem statement about how the 
racism portrayed in The Elder Scrolls Skyrim video game as long as from 
main/sub quest and visual action in the gameplay. The researcher follow 
the aspect of racism that was created by Feldman and use it to analyze the 
Racism from the game. 
a. Discrimination  
                  According to Feldman (1995:80), discrimination is the behavior 
manifestation of stereotypes and prejudice. If refers to negative (or 
sometimes positive) action towards members of other group due to 
their membership in a group. From his theory it means discrimination 
is action right to the subject or the victim as race. This aspect is also 
making a distinction in favor of or against, a person or thing based on 
the group. In a way that is worse than the way people are usually 
treated, or sometimes positive. It means a discrimination can do in 
something positive too. Based on the statement above, the reseacher 
finds that event is happened in Skyrim video game. The researcher 
will discuss it in this analysis below. 
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"By order of the Jarl, stop right there!" 
"You have committed crimes against Skyrim and her people. 
What say you in your defense?" (01.1/IMP/DE/TESV) 
 
The event above is a visual action, but the conversation will be 
appeared  by a guard of Whiterun City when we make Dark Elf race to 
be the main character in the game. Because the Emperor before was 
killed by a killer companion “Dark Brotherhood” that most of them 
was Dark Elf race. It can be said  that this is visual action’s racism, as 
long as Discrimination that can be pictured in visual gameplay. This 
conversation is considered as Stereotype too because many Imperial 
(native Solitude city) consider that all of dark elf is assassin. Dark 
elves are also the immigrant from the other provice. 
From the situation above, the guard has had a stereotype to the 
immigrants who live in Skyrim. According to Gilens (1996), rules or 
policy absolutely clear said certain characteristics, as gender, race etc, 
and it  inhibiting the same opportunities. As gameplay has known the 
immigrant races in Skyrim is always getting inconvenience from the 
other race often it can be native in this provice. Native race of Skyrim 
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thinks that all Dark Elves are same. The guard also have a prejudice 
before take a discrimination directly to the main character “Dark Elf” 
because the guard from that city thinks Dark Elf races are assassin. It 
reflects discrimination people nowdays. 
 
 
"Next, the lizard!." (01.16/IMP/AN/TESV) 
 
A racial event is appear in a scene from the game that will 
make you feel a discrimination from a woman captain of Empire who 
call the villain to be executioned. They must give their head for the 
punishment. It happens because the player chooses Argonian race to 
be main character in the game. This can be said Reactions to Player's 
Race as long as a Discrimination. Continuation of the story, the main 
character is saved cause of Dragon’s attack in Helgen city of Skyrim. 
The story continues into escape from Dragon’s attack. 
From the explanation above, a racial word is appear to the 
main character as Argonian race. According to Gilens (1996), Indirect 
discrmination, is neutral becomes discriminatory when it is applied in 
the field. The captain makes a racial joke that offend the Argonian 
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race from their appearance. It can be said indirect discrimination in 
verbal. 
The other incidents relates to discrimination above can be 
found in the data number 01.17/HE/KJ/TESV, 01.2/ND/AN/TESV, 
01.15/IMP/KJ/TESV, 01.19/ND/KJ/TES. 
 
 
“You picked a bad time to come home to Skyrim, kinsman.” 
(01.11/ND/ND/TES) 
The data above is the first journey when player plays Skyrim. 
The game tries to introduce the gameplay, there are 4 resistances that 
was tied on horse-drawn carriage. And the one of the resistances is the 
main character. As the main character the player has not chosen 
player’s race untill the player reaches the destination of the journey. 
The last destination is Helgen that will be the city of execution for 
them cause they are cought by the imperial soldier as villain. At the 
helgen, one of the resistance say that he does not make a fault and try 
to escaped, but he is killed by an archer soldier as comman from a 
captain. The resistances are called one by one by NPC as Imperial 
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soldier who named “Hadvard”. When it is the player’s turn, the player 
will be asked “Who are you” and start to make your character and 
choose the race that player want. Then this discrimination is appear 
when we choose The same race as Nord. 
From the situation above, a guard calls the resistance 
“Kinsman” it means a flattery because the guard is the same race with 
the resistance. But it is also a dicrimination with positive dialogue, as 
the same race usually have a trend to like each other. It is happened 
only when the main character is Nord race. Choosing the other race 
the main character will get the other dialogue, but mostly the event is 
same like this. 
The other incidents relates to discrimination above can be 
found in the data number 01.9/ND/KJ/TESV, 01.10/ND/AN/TESV, 
01.12/ND/OC/TESV, 01.13/ND/HE/TESV, 01.14/ND/DE/TESV. 
 
b. Stereotype 
According to Feldman (1995:80), stereotype is a set of beliefs 
and expectations about members of a group that are held simply on the 
basis of their membership in the group. Stereotype could provide a 
framework for prejudiced individuals to view others’ behavior. 
Ultimately, stereotypes may increase the chances of discrimination to 
occur. A thought that can be adopted about specific types of 
individuals or certain ways of doing things, these thoughts or beliefs 
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may or may not accurately reflect reality Based on the statement, 
stereotype in the game is a trust/beliefs that have been had by some 
races to make an opinion and they try to obey it etc. The researcher 
will discuss it in this analysis below. 
 
“You with one of the trade caravans, Khajiit? Your kind 
always seems to find trouble.”  (02.20/ND/KJ/TESV) 
The Khajiit are a playable race present in The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim. Khajiit are one of the beast races which inhabit the continent 
of Tamriel, primarily their home province of Elsweyr. The Khajiit are 
Cathay and are recognizable by their feline appearance and their sly 
accent. Along with the Argonians, they are referred to as the beast-
races of Skyrim. Because of this, Khajiit have a negative public 
image. This situation is happened when we chooses the Khajiit race to 
be our main character. The game tries to introduce the gameplay, there 
are 4 resistances that was tied on horse-drawn carriage. And the one of 
the resistances is the main character. As the main character player has 
not chosen player’s race untill the player reaches the destination of the 
journey. The last destination is Helgen that will be the city of 
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execution for them cause they are cought by the imperial soldier as 
villain. At the Helgen, one of the resistance say that he does not make 
a fault and try to escaped, but he is killed by an archer soldier as 
comman from a captain. The resistances are called one by one by NPC 
as Imperial soldier who named “Hadvard”. When it is player’s turn, 
the player will be asked “Who are you” and start to make character 
and choose the race that player wants.  
According to Gaertener (2004), stereotype of job is belief 
which owned by someone or a group about the characteristic 
attributes, social role that it has to be done by   certain occupational 
groups. This discrimination is appear when we choose Khajiit race. 
Khajiit races commonly are adventure seller, but they have negative 
image because of they are considered as sly trader.  
 
 
“You from one of the stongholds, Orc? How did you end up 
here?” (02.21/ND/OC/TESV) 
 The data above is the first journey when player plays Skyrim. 
The game tries to introduce the gameplay, there are 4 resistances that 
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was handcufed on horse-drawn carriage, and the one of the resistances 
is the main character. As the main character player has not chosen 
player’s race untill player reaches the destination of the journey. The 
last destination is Helgen that will be the city of execution for them 
cause they are cought by the Imperial soldier as villain. At the Helgen, 
one of the resistance say that he does not make a fault and try to 
escaped, but he is killed by an archer soldier as comman from a 
captain. The resistances are called one by one by NPC as imperial 
soldier who named “Hadvard”. When it is player’s turn, the player will 
be asked “Who are you” and start to make character and choose the 
race that player wants. 
  According to Gaertener (2004), stereotype of job is belief 
which owned by someone or a group about the characteristic attributes, 
social role that it has to be done by   certain occupational groups. This 
data corvertation are appear when player chooses Orc race. It can be 
said stereotype too because in the conversation, Hadvard does not 
believe Orc race can be caught. He believes that Orcs are stong and the 
have great power to win in each fight. And the stereotype of job of 
because Orc races often become thug in Skyrim provice. 
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“Stay out of trouble, Redguard” (02.22/IMP/RG/TESV) 
 This is a racial conversation that are created by Solitude 
Guard. They think that all of the immigrant are gadfly and the 
Redguards are the one of them. And they also think Redguard race is 
stupid and often make trouble in In their continent. The data shows that 
Imperial races believe Redguards are bad. It can be dicrimination 
because the guard take action, and also it can be said stereotype 
because they believe. 
 
 
   “The grey quearters a disgrace them dark elves live like 
animals” (02.23/ND/DE/TESV) 
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The conversation  above  is a stereotype from a man who 
named Rolff of Windhelm. He hates Dark Elves race because they are 
just a scum. He thinks Dark Elves have been flatterer that want the 
protection from High King of Stormcloak “Ulfric” as Rolff’s lord. 
Dark Elves are useless for the kingdom on his mind. And also he 
thinks that the Dark Elves will betrayal his kingdom as soon as they 
can. This data can be said stereotype because Rolff believes that Dark 
Elves will bring many ruins for his kingdom. It can be a prejudice too 
because Rollf thinks bad of Dark Elves race. 
 
c. Prejudice 
           According to Feldman (1995:80), prejudice is the negative (or 
positive) evaluations or judgments of members of a group that are 
based primarily on membership in the group and not necessarily on the 
particular characteristics of individual members. Based on the 
statemen, this word is often used to refer to preconceived, usually 
unfavorable, judgments toward people or a person because of their race 
in this game. Prejudice in the game is a doubt to the other race. If we 
learn about prejudice itself, in fact this thing is means like “Suudzon” 
in Arabic. Often this thing has been happened in the Skyrim video 
game, and the racist commonly does an action and also they try to 
influence the other people to agree with them. This analysis below is 
some example of prejudice. 
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“They're parasites. They're living in our city, under our 
protection, but what do they do for us? Nothing!” 
(03.27/ND/DE/TESV) 
The data above is the snobbery from the Nord, researcher can 
describes that in Skyrim many racism cause of immigrant. This 
conversation is appeared when player makes the same character with 
the racist as Nord. The racist is a man who named “Rolff Stone-Fist” 
in The Windhelm city of Skyrim. This man is a Nord who keep his job 
as blacksmith of the Jarl. He hates the immigrant because they are 
useless to the kingdom. They get kingdom’s protection but they are 
betrayer in Rolff’s mind. Rolff influences the other people to hate 
Argonians and Dark Elves as always. 
According to Fiske (1998), nationalism is a sentiment based on 
common cultural characteristics that binds a population and often 
produces a policy of national independence or separatism. It suggests 
a "shared identity" amongst a nation's people that minimizes 
differences within the group and emphasizes perceived boundaries 
between the group and non-members. It can be said nationalism 
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because he has believed that Dark Elves will betrayal his kingdom and 
immigrants are scum. And his race is the greatest in Skyrim provice. 
Why is this data can be prejudice? Because he thinks that Dark Elves 
are very harm for the kingdom. 
The other incidents relates to prejudice above can be found in 
the data number 03.28/ND/DE/TESV. 
 
 
"Is that right? Here's how the Legion deals with rebel scum 
like you."should have.” (03.29/ND/RG/TESV) 
The event above will be appear when player chooses the race 
apart of Nord. A captain says it when the main character join Imperial 
Legion to finish a sub quest. Captain Aldis is the Nord in the Imperial 
Legion and in charge of the Solitude guards. The main character that 
player chooses will be named by the gameplay as Dragonborn. The 
Dragonborn can get the quest to join the Imperial Legion if they 
choose to follow Hadvar during Unbound. Before entering Helgen 
Keep, the Dragonborn may choose to enter with either Ralof or 
Hadvar. If following Hadvar, the Dragonborn automatically receives 
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the quest after leaving the caves below the keep. The Dragonborn can 
also get the quest by entering an Imperial camp, such as the Pale 
Imperial Camp, or encountering a group of Imperial soldiers, where 
the Dragonborn will be invited to join the Imperial legion and directed 
to Solitude. The data is dedicated to be prejudice because the captain 
Aldis thinks only Nord who have great ability to be the Imperial 
Legion, and the other race is weak in his eyes.  
Basen on the statement above, the legion of Empire tries to 
against the enemy. This action can be said nationalism with safety 
pressure that there is no attibute of the rival stronghold. Nationalism is 
a sentiment based on common cultural characteristics that binds a 
population and often produces a policy of national independence or 
separatism. It suggests a "shared identity" amongst a nation's people 
that minimizes differences within the group and emphasizes perceived 
boundaries between the group and non-members (Fiske, 1998). Most 
of soldier of the rival are Nord race, so the captain also has bad 
prejudice to the Nords.  
 
2. Racism in Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim reflect Racism in 
The World 
 According to Aristotle (in Miguel 1989:29), artists and writers who 
do mimetic is not solely plagiarism of the reality, but it’s a creative process 
to produce novelty. Artists and writers produce a new form from sensory 
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reality that they have gotten. In the theory that has been developed by him 
explain that he rates artworks as human’s creativity to submit their minds. 
Several things that they have felt and perhaps it happened on the vasic of 
their experiences themselves. With the theory that is developed by 
Aristotle have the significant difference with the teacher “Plato”, in the 
famous theory about poetic and mimesis we can conclude the thought from 
the two men maestro.  
 Plato says people that doing mimetic is an imitation, they just 
recount things that has been created by other people, it is like a carpenter 
which make the house. A carpenter makes the house using their power and 
their mind, and the people who has done mimesis they just recount and 
imitate as long as plagiarism. While the disciple says it difference, 
Aristotle says mimesis is people which describe a container from their 
creativity. They make an art to submit opinion by making book, poet, 
drama etc. Concomitant the era has flourished, this theory can be 
harmonized with the new medias that is pop as long as a game (in the 
modern era). The researcher chooses the theory that has been developed by 
the maestro “Aristotle” because this research the researcher try to reveal 
mimesis that is included in the game. The gamewriter tries to describe the 
great event in the past to modern works, and that work is the a game 
named the Elder Scroll V: Skyrim. This game was born in 2011 and 
become the biggest one of RPG game in the world, because   
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 Based on statement above  data from the gameplay and the quest of 
Skyrim, the reseacher will take three data as example, they three will be 
the researcher’s data to be analyzed and to correlate with Racism in the 
real world. This part is to answer the second problem statement of this 
research, and aspect of Racism will be the way to corelate it, there are 
Discrimination, Stereotype and Prejudice. 
a. Dicrimination 
 
 
 
“Next, the cat!” (01.15/IMP/KJ/TESV) 
 
If the player chooses human whether it Nord, Imperial, 
Redguard or breton, the captain will call the player as their race name 
themselves. But if the player chooses to be an Argonian or Khajiit, 
then the captain will call the player with racial joke and associate the 
player with animal. 
Based the event above, the researcher will correlate it into 
discrimnation in the real world that indicate racism. The researcher 
found the simmilar news that can be correlated with this one. 
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(Taken from http://www.abc.net.au/news) 
 
Andrew Bolt done a discrimination by calling Aborigin clan 
“black” or “the black”, it was mentioned by Federal Court of Australia 
as racist slur. Andrew Bolt himself denies that he has not done a slur, 
because he says aboriginal peoples indeed have black skin, and he just 
called the aborigin peoples in physical characteristics. The same event 
is also done in the game by a captain in the first journey of Skyrim, 
where he mentions the player (if the player chooses Khajiit or 
Argonian race) with animal that have same appearance with that races. 
Such as for example if the player chooses Khajiit, the player as Khajiit 
race will be called “Cat”, or when the player chooses Argonian, the 
player will be called “Lizard”. This thing includes a discrimination in 
race because it will offend people feelings, appart that their 
appearance is like Cat or Lizard. The same with aborigins that is 
called “the Black” by Andrew Bolt, although they are black but 
peoples should not call pleople is like that. 
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b. Stereotype 
 
 
“You with one of the trade caravans, Khajiit? Your kind 
always seems to find trouble.” (02.20/ND/KJ/TESV) 
 
If the player chooses to become Khajiit in the game , the 
captain that named “Harvard” will think us have relationship with the 
other Khajiit race. As we have known Khajiit race in Skyrim is the 
one of immigrant race from the other provice. Many native in skyrim 
does not like with immigrant like Khajiit and think that Khajiit race as 
carrier problem, thief, and misbehave. 
Based the event above, the researcher will correlate it into 
Stereotype in the real world that indicate racism. The researcher found 
the simmilar news that can be correlated with this one. 
 
(Taken from http://www.migrationpolicy.org) 
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The content of news above says that the regulation of 
immigrants in America was changed  after 9/10 case decades ago, on 
that regulation mentioned that reception of immigrants from arabic or 
especially the Muslim identity will be tightened. Here, the Stereotype 
is happened, American Immigration Agency thinks that all of the 
Muslim have chance to plow. That’s why Muslim will be complicated 
to enter America, before the cases of piracy it have been done by non-
Muslim. From the screenshot shows an Imperial soldier do stereotype 
to a Khajiit and correlate it with villains in Skyrim, because the 
stereotype has been circulate Khajiit often inflicts trouble in Skyrim. 
 
c. Prejudice 
 
 
“They’re parasites. They’re living in our city, under our 
protection, but what do they do they do for us? Nothing! 
(03.27/ND/DE/TESV) 
 
If the player asks to some peoples in Windhelm city, why do 
you hate the Dark Elves?, they will know their reason by the things 
happen in Windhelm, that things are the Dark Elves have not helped 
the High King of Windhelm to join the war against Empire. But not all 
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Dark Elves do not want to help Windhelm, for example when the 
player or the main character want to become Stormcloak Soldier. 
 
(Taken from http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com) 
 
In this case, an American Politican protests US economic 
policy, he is tend to take sides for immigrant or comer. With the case 
that happens in Skyrim, Nords from Windhelm protests the existence 
of Dark Elves in their city because Dark Elves feared will take the 
profit from windhelm and Skyrim without giving reciprocal 
 
 Based on the result above, the researcher can says the events in the 
game proved and the game has inspiration from the real world. This  
context is about Racism. Some examples above is from the data that has 
been found and to be associated by reseacher to answer the second 
problem using three aspect of racism. The reader can sees the other data in 
appendixes page to find the other explanation. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
A. Conclusions 
 After analyzing the data of the game to get Racism portrayed in some 
selected quest and visual gameplay, it can be drawn some conclusion to 
answer the problems of this thesis. In the last of chapter, the researcher has 
some conclusion as the final part in this thesis. In this chapter also explain the 
entire previous chapter to make it clearly. 
1. Racism Portrayed in Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls Skyrim: 
  The gamewriter clearly shows the Racism as described by Feldman 
(1995:80) to describe the feeling of injustice in their game. It means that 
the gameplay also describe the way people lives because the inspiration of 
this game came from the habit of the people nowdays. The researcher 
found the description of each quest/gameplay in a few points, they are: 
a. “Dicrimination” shows a way to get dominance, and the most visible 
is some race wants it to get their benefit themselves. They do it 
arbitrarily while humble the other race. And they do Discrimination is 
just to get the happiness. It is shown in a game with player decides to 
be a Khajiit or Argonian, and thus the Captain will relates him with 
some animals since the two races have feline and lizard-like physical 
typicality. The very same event happened in real world where some 
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people call other people from different race with their physical 
typicality. 
b. “Stereotype” is the trust, the researcher sees that some races also have 
the knowledge from the other race, as well as they know about the 
other race history. They know the weakness/powerness that they are is 
different. And so that they do some things on the basic of trust 
whatever it is from the history of race itself. And on this aspect can be 
negative or positive. It is shown in the analysis as an Officer calling 
the player with their famous cases regardless they're actually came 
from it or not. The same event happened in real world where most 
Western people nowadays are extremely afraid of Arabs since some 
famous nowadays terrorists are coming from Arab. 
c. “Prejudice” in this game can be said the time when the people have 
doubt on themselves. No trust to the other race with doing act directly 
or indirectly. And they also tries to influence the other people agree 
with their thought. As it is shown in the game with random civilian 
mocking other race who came to their city to seek settlement as being 
a parasite to their city. The real life event that depicts this in-game 
event was shown when Sarah Palin, a white American conservative 
who protest about the coming of outsider companies in US as she 
afraid that it can outcast the native companies. 
2. Racism in Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim reflect Racism in The 
World: 
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  According to Aristotle (in Miguel 1989:29), he says mimesis is 
people which describe a container from their creativity, the mimesis of this 
research is not a plagiarism, but it is a mimesis to describe events or things 
that was happened before. The gamewriter tries to make a masterpiece 
with the media of video game. The researcher can says Racism in the game 
decribes Racism in the real world. In the Skyrim, there are some races 
have been intentional made as the subject to quarrel with the things which 
concerning Racism itself. There is not just about racist, many depictions of 
game as long as the race in Skyrim has correlation to the real world race, 
but the reseacher focused in Racism only, then the explanation of race can 
be seen by the reader in appendixes page. 
  As the conclussion to remind again about the negative or positive 
the researcher can says that sometimes people does a pressure to the other 
people for their own interests. And their destination is to get what they 
want. They are who do the Racism think that they are the most correct 
without know the feeling of the others. And on this thing the gamewriter 
tries to describe it in a game that of course we are as gamer/player have 
many selections because of the current development. As the gamer we are 
guided to know what is the thing that is described by the gamewriter. 
 
B. Implication and Recommendation 
 Based on the conclusion above, the researcher would like to give some 
suggestion. The researcher hopes that everyone who has the same idea with 
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the researcher can develop this thesis to get more understanding about the 
racism itself. The researcher also hopes the English Literature students may 
study more about this problem because this thesis also reflects the real 
condition from the people today. The student must be able to understand 
data/conversation that indicate racism in the games. Furthermore, the 
reseacher hopes the lecture can explain and improve learning about Racism 
and the way to analysis Racism, especially about high sense of negative sides 
in Racism, so all student are able to interpret the positive or negative of the 
Racism. 
 The researcher also hopes that this study can be a reference for English 
Literature department student who wants to analyze the Racism lifestyle and 
also for the readers in enriching their knowledge who are interested in this 
kind of topic. 
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APPENDIXES
 
 
1. The Aspects consist of discrimination, stereotype, and prejudice in The Elder 
Scrolls V Skyrim indicating Racism. 
Data Number Classification Explanation 
01.1/IMP/DE/TESV 
“By order of the Jarl, 
stop right there!" 
"You have committed 
crimes against Skyrim 
and her people. What 
say you in your 
defense.” 
 
Discrimination Solitude is the capital city of both 
Haafingar Hold, and all of Skyrim. 
Currently ruled by Jarl Elisif the Fair, 
widow of the late High King Torygg, it 
is the headquarters of the Imperial 
Legion stationed in Skyrim. General 
Tullius commands the Imperial army 
from the stone-walled Castle Dour, 
while Solitude's Jarl, Elisif, resides in 
the Blue Palace. The Thalmor have an 
embassy hidden in the nearby 
mountains. Part of the reason for this is 
the eminently defensible nature of 
Solitude itself. Set upon a great stone 
arch that towers above the mouth of the 
Karth River, the city is surrounded by 
the soaring peaks of the nearby 
mountains. Solitude is both a reinforced 
and breathtaking stronghold. Solitude is 
also a major shipping port and 
important Imperial supply line. Solitude 
sits on a natural arch, giving its port 
much needed shelter from the strong 
winds of the Ghost Sea. Most of the 
shipping in Solitude is run by the 
Imperial-financed East Empire 
Company. A visual action, but the 
conversation will be appeared  by a 
guard of Solitude City when we make 
Dark Elf character in the game. 
Because the Emperor before was killed 
by a killer companion “Dark 
Brotherhood” that most of them was 
Dark Elf race. It can be said  that this is 
visual action’s racism, as long as 
Discrimination that can be pictured in 
visual gameplay. This conversation is 
considered as Stereotype too because 
many Imperial (native Solitude city) 
consider that all of dark elf is assassin.” 
01.2/ND/AN/TESV Discrimination “Argonians are also segregated from 
 
 
“Stay out of troble, 
lizard” 
 
 
the Nord population and are forced to 
live at the Argonian Assemblage at the 
city docks. A decree by Ulfric 
Stormcloak forbidding the Argonians 
from living within the city's walls also 
exists. Brunwulf Free-Winter, supporter 
of both the Dunmer and Argonians, 
believes that the Argonians should 
remain outside of the city simply for 
their own safety. this conversation is 
reactions to player's race by guard as 
long as when we create an Argonian 
race. In the Skyrim Argonian is lizard’s 
form, and some races say it is loathe. 
This conversation is considered as 
discrimination because many guard in 
Skyrim say that conversation to 
argonian’s race. This happens in 
Winhelm city because most of the city 
are Nord that always think that their 
race is best one.” 
01.3/ND/DE/TESV 
“Only native 
sovngarde can enter 
the golden door. No 
eyes Devil allowed to 
enter." 
 
 “In order to start this quest, the 
Dragonborn must speak to Farengar 
Secret-Fire during the previous quest 
Before the Storm inside Dragonsreach, 
Farengar will explain how he is looking 
for a map of Dragon Burial sites so he 
could find out where the next Dragon 
might rise. He will then instruct the 
Dragonborn to look for this 
Dragonstone map in Bleak Falls 
Barrow, starting the quest of the same 
name. A journey to find a golden claw 
and in a quest “Break Falls Barrow” 
The Dark Elf (not the main character) 
wants to enter a great door of dungeon, 
but one of Nord warrior says that only 
their race can enter the great door. They 
dicriminate The Dark Elf to leave 
because Dark Elf is not the native in 
Skyrim. In the Nord’s mind Dark Elf is 
devil’s decline that have red eyes.” 
“In the gameplay of the Skyrim when 
you make a Redguard character, as we 
have known Skyrim is place of Nord in 
the past. This conversation will be 
 
 
appeared In the Windhelm city (one of 
the city of Skyrim provice) Nord “a 
guard that say the conversation” senses 
that they are the native of their city and 
provice too. So many immigrant like 
redguard is discriminated by many 
Nords in the Skyrim, this includes in 
discrimination, prejudice.” 
01.4/ND/RG/TESV 
“Stay out of trouble, 
Redguard.” 
 
 
Discrimination “In the gameplay of the Skyrim when 
you make a Redguard character, as we 
have known Skyrim is place of Nord in 
the past. This conversation will be 
appeared In the Windhelm city (one of 
the city of Skyrim provice) Nord “a 
guard that say the conversation” senses 
that they are the native of their city and 
provice too. So many immigrant like 
redguard is discriminated by many 
Nords in the Skyrim, this includes in 
discrimination, prejudice.” 
01.5/HE/RG/TESV 
”No bad elf has been 
invited before. They 
have been rubbish.” 
 
 
Discrimination “A High Elf talks to the main character 
(a Dark Elf) in the party. The main 
character is invited to attend as the 
leader of wolf companion to finish the 
quest. There are steward, hausekeeping 
and steward around the party, all of 
them is Dark Elf. So Thalmor Embassy 
(inviter and host) talks the main 
character as Dark Elf and say the that 
joke. This conversation can be 
discriminatin and stereotype because 
when we make the other character in 
the game, the conversation will not 
appear.” 
01.6/ND/RG/TESV 
“I smell many scum 
immigrants in the 
market.” 
 
 
Discrimination “The event is appeared in a quest 
between Nord and the main character 
(except Redguard). When they do a 
quest in Wetrun City of Skyrim. In the 
middle of quest, they walk in a market 
but most of the seller are Redguard 
race. As we have known the Redguard 
is the native people from Hammerfell 
their appearance is like human but their 
skin is black. They are like African 
people that is racisted in European. And 
in this quest, they are seller that is 
 
 
discarded from their provice, because 
nord thinks that they are stupid from 
their provice. It can be stereotype, 
prejudice and discrimination too.” 
“Quest named “A Blade in The Dark” 
A journey to around the world of the 
Skyrim province, between guard and 
Dark Elf. The Dark Elf is the main 
character who want to open a castle 
gate in Solitude to finish a sub quest. 
The gameplay explains that if we make 
Dark Elf character, the guard (Imperial 
race) will show that conversation. 
Because Dark Elf is the symbol of 
crime as long as thive, killer, and  they 
have prayed difference God. So if we 
wanna finish this quest, we must be as 
Thane. Thane is meritorious warrior of 
Jarl, the King in a city. We have to 
finish some quests from them. And we 
will be recommended to be a thane and 
get a trust. This conversation includes 
discrimination, stereotype, and 
prejudice.” 
01.7/IMP/DE/TESV 
“You are not 
supposed to be here” 
 
 
Discrimination “Quest named “A Blade in The Dark” 
A journey to around the world of the 
Skyrim province, between guard and 
Dark Elf. The Dark Elf is the main 
character who want to open a castle 
gate in Solitude to finish a sub quest. 
The gameplay explains that if we make 
Dark Elf character, the guard (Imperial 
race) will show that conversation. 
Because Dark Elf is the symbol of 
crime as long as thive, killer, and  they 
have prayed difference God. So if we 
wanna finish this quest, we must be as 
Thane. Thane is meritorious warrior of 
Jarl, the King in a city. We have to 
finish some quests from them. And we 
will be recommended to be a thane and 
get a trust. This conversation includes 
discrimination, stereotype, and 
prejudice.” 
01.8/ND/DE/TESV 
“We ought di a hole, 
Discrimination “The adventure to find a city that have 
a great lake. From the data, we can 
 
 
throw all them dark 
elf elves and 
argonians in it, lat am 
fear each other to 
pieces.” 
 
describe that in skyrim many racism 
cause of immigrant. This conversation 
is appeared when we make the same 
character with the racist as Nord. The 
racist is a man who named “Rolff 
Stone-Fist” from The Windhelm city of 
Skyrim. This man is a Nord who keep 
his job as blacksmith of the High King 
Ulfric. He hates the immigrant because 
they are useless to the kingdom. They 
get kingdom’s protection but they are 
betrayer in Rolff’s mind. Rolff 
influences the other people to hate 
argonians and Dark Elves as always. It 
can be said that this data are 
Discrimination, stereotype and 
prejudice because He has believed and 
think that Dark Elves will betrayal his 
kingdom and immigrants are scum.” 
01.9/ND/KJ/TESV 
You with one of the 
trade caravans, 
Khajiit? Your kind 
always seem to find 
trouble 
 
 
 
Discrimination “First journey when play skyrim. The 
game tries to introduce the gameplay, 
there are 4 resistances that was tied on 
horse-drawn carriage. And the one of 
the resistances is the main character. As 
the main character we have not chosen 
our race untill we reach the destination 
of the journey. The last destination is 
Helgen that will be the city of execution 
for them cause they are cought by the 
imperial soldier as villain. At the 
Helgen, one of the resistance say that 
he does not make a fault and try to 
escaped, but he is killed by an archer 
soldier as comman from a captain. The 
resistances are called one by one by 
NPC as Imperial soldier who named 
“Hadvard”. When it is your turn, you 
will be asked “Who are you” and start 
to make your character and choose the 
race that you want. Then this 
discrimination is appear when we 
choose Khajiit race." 
 
 
01.10/ND/AN/TESV 
“Are you a relative of 
one of the Riften dock 
workers, Argonian?” 
 
Discrimination 
 
“There are 4 resistances that was tied 
on horse-drawn carriage. And the one 
of the resistances is the main character. 
As the main character we have not 
chosen our race untill we reach the 
destination of the journey. The last 
destination is Helgen that will be the 
city of execution for them because they 
are cought by the Imperial soldier as 
villain. At the Helgen, one of the 
resistance say that he does not make a 
fault and try to escaped, but he is killed 
by an archer soldier as comman from a 
captain. The resistances are called one 
by one by NPC as Imperial soldier who 
named “Hadvard”. When it is your turn, 
you will be asked “Who are you” and 
start to make your character and choose 
the race that you want. Then this 
discrimination is appear when we 
choose Argonian race.” 
01.11/ND/ND/TESV 
“You picked a bad 
time to come home to 
Skyrim, kinsman.” 
 
Discrimination “Skyrim is the place of native Nord, 
Farmer (snow Elf as ancient race), 
Snow Elf takes the war with Nord and 
get perdition, then Skyrim provice to be 
Nord’s mine. So the relationship 
between Nords in Skyrim is very strong 
until civil war tragedy as the sub quest 
gameplay Skyrim. In the first journey 
when we play Skyrim. The game tries 
to introduce the gameplay, there are 4 
resistances that was tied on horse-
drawn carriage. And the one of the 
resistances is the main character. As the 
main character we have not chosen our 
race untill we reach the destination of 
the journey. The last destination is 
 
 
Helgen that will be the city of execution 
for them cause they are cought by the 
imperial soldier as villain. At the 
helgen, one of the resistance say that he 
does not make a fault and try to 
escaped, but he is killed by an archer 
soldier as comman from a captain. The 
resistances are called one by one by 
NPC as Imperial soldier who named 
“Hadvard”. When it is your turn, you 
will be asked “Who are you” and start 
to make your character and choose the 
race that you want. Then this 
discrimination is appear when we 
choose The same race as Nord.” 
01.12/ND/OC/TESV 
“You from one of the 
stongholds, Orc? How 
did you end up here?” 
 
Discrimination “Orcs are the one of the strongest race 
in Skyrim. They usually take a job as 
thugs, bandits, and killer because Orcs 
have great strength in phisical. The 
game tries to introduce the gameplay, 
there are 4 resistances that was 
handcufed on horse-drawn carriage. 
And the one of the resistances is the 
main character. As the main character 
we have not chosen our race untill we 
reach the destination of the journey. 
The last destination is Helgen that will 
be the city of execution for them cause 
they are cought by the imperial soldier 
as villain. At the helgen, one of the 
resistance say that he does not make a 
fault and try to escaped, but he is killed 
by an archer soldier as comman from a 
captain. The resistances are called one 
by one by NPC as imperial soldier who 
named “Hadvard”. When it is your turn, 
you will be asked “Who are you” and 
start to make your character and choose 
the race that you want. Then this 
discrimination is appear when we 
choose Orc race.” 
01.13/ND/HE/TESV 
“You're not with the 
Thalmor Embassy, 
are you high elf? No, 
that can 't be right” 
Discrimination “Known as "Altmer" in their homeland 
of Summerset Isle, the High Elves are 
the most gifted in the arcane arts of all 
the races. They can call upon their 
Highborn power to regenerate Magicka 
 
 
 quickly. Altmer are one of the ten 
playable races in The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim. Due to their magical affinities, 
the Altmer excel at mage-based classes. 
Characterized by their yellowish skin 
and amber-colored eyes, the Altmer are 
subjected to racism and discrimination 
due to their affiliation with the Third 
Aldmeri Dominion and the Thalmor. 
When we play skyrim, the game tries to 
introduce the gameplay, there are 4 
resistances that was handcufed on 
horse-drawn carriage. And the one of 
the resistances is the main character. As 
the main character we have not chosen 
our race untill we reach the destination 
of the journey. The last destination is 
Helgen that will be the city of execution 
for them cause they are cought by the 
imperial soldier as villain. At the 
helgen, one of the resistance say that he 
does not make a fault and try to 
escaped, but he is killed by an archer 
soldier as comman from a captain. The 
resistances are called one by one by 
NPC as imperial soldier who named 
“Hadvard”. When it is your turn, you 
will be asked “Who are you” and start 
to make your character and choose the 
race that you want. Then this 
discrimination corvertation are appear 
when we choose High Elf race.” 
01.14/ND/DE/TESV 
“Another refugee? 
Gods really have 
abandoned your 
people, dark elf.” 
 
 
Discrimination “The Dunmer, more commonly referred 
to as Dark Elves, are the dark skinned 
elves originating from the province of 
Morrowind. Known to be strong, 
intelligent, quick, aloof, and reserved; 
mostly keeping to themselves, the 
Dunmer are said to be ill-favored by 
fate. And, although most Dunmer 
natives of Morrowind harbor a bitter 
distrust and disdain for other Races, 
they are just as distrusting and 
disdainful of other Dunmer. While most 
Races see these characteristics as 
negative in nature the Dunmer and their 
 
 
national character embrace them with 
enthusiastic behaviors. Several Dunmer 
have managed to make their way in 
other provinces as merchants, mages, 
and assassins for the Dark Brotherhood, 
owing to their natural talent for stealth 
and magic. In their native Province of 
Morrowind many of the Dunmer belong 
to one of the seven Great Houses, 
where their occupation ranges from 
farmers (House Dres) to assassins for 
the Morag Tong. They also tend to live 
a very long time. At the helgen, one of 
the resistance say that he does not make 
a fault and try to escaped, but he is 
killed by an archer soldier as comman 
from a captain. The resistances are 
called one by one by NPC as imperial 
soldier who named “Hadvard”. When it 
is your turn, you will be asked “Who 
are you” and start to make your 
character and choose the race that you 
want. Then this discrimination is appear 
when we choose Dark Elf race.” 
01.15/IMP/KJ/TESV 
“Next, the cat!” 
 
 
 
 
“A scene that will make you feel a 
discrimination from a woman captain of 
Empire who call the villain to be 
executioned. They must give their head 
for the punishment. It happens because 
we choose Khajiit race to be our main 
character in the game. This can be said 
Reactions to Player's Race as long as a 
Discrimination. Continuation of the 
story, the main character is saved cause 
 
 
of Dragon’s attact in Helgen city of 
Skyrim. The story continues into escape 
from Dragon’s attack.” 
01.16/IMP/AN/TESV 
“Next, the Lizard!” 
Discrimination “Enigmatic and intelligent, the 
Argonians are experts at guerrilla 
warfare, and their natural abilities suit 
their swampy homeland, Black Marsh. 
They have developed immunities to the 
diseases that have doomed many 
would-be explorers in the region, and 
they are capable of easily exploring 
underwater locations due to their ability 
to breathe underwater. Argonians make 
proficient thieves, due to their increased 
lockpicking and sneaking skills. They 
must give their head for the 
punishment. It happens because we 
choose Argonian race to be our main 
character in the game. This can be said 
Reactions to Player's Race as long as a 
Discrimination.” 
01.17/HE/KJ/TESV 
“You’ll make a fine 
rug, cat!” 
 
 
 
“A racism from High Elf race. When 
the main character is walking in a zone 
of Thalmor Embassy/High Elf office, 
the High Elf attacks the main character 
as Khajiit race. They say that racial 
conversation and try to kill the main 
character. They use magic and sword 
for securing their territorial. It is also 
the one of the main quest in Skyrim that 
can be finished by Sneaking inside 
High Elf office. It explains that the 
racism in Skyrim cannot be controled 
as long as remark and action. It is also 
categorized as discrimination.” 
 
 
01.18/ND/IMP/TESV 
“Imperial Bastard!.” 
 
Discrimination “When you make Imperial race, and 
walk in the territorial of Stormcloak 
you will be attacked by them. Imperial 
is natives of the cosmopolitan province 
of Cyrodiil, the Imperials are some of 
the most well-educated, wealthy and 
well-spoken of the races in Tamriel. 
Imperials are also known for their 
discipline and training of their citizen 
armies. Because of this, the Imperials 
have dominated Tamriel for more than 
2,000 years. In the Skyrim gameplay, 
there are 2 strongholds in hostile. 
Empire versus Stormcloak, they are the 
greatest kingdom in the Skyrim 
province. They have sub quest too, the 
name of the quest is “Civil War” And 
this ancident happens when walk alone 
in the forest/enemy’s zone, you will be 
attacked because all guard of 
stormcloak is Nord. They think you are 
a spy. This thing can be said 
Dicrimination because it’s an action of 
the guard and It also can be Stereotype 
or Prejudice because the guard believe 
or think that the imperial oversees 
them.” 
01.19/ND/KJ/TESV 
“What do you want... 
cat?” 
 
Discrimination “A discrimination in a city that will 
make you to get confusion. A 
conversation from guard will be 
appeared when you make Khajiit race 
to be your main character. As we have 
known Khajiit is the one of beast race 
in Skyrim, their head is like cat and 
their body is human. In the Skyrim, 
there are two strongholds and they have 
been still in war cause of annexation. 
This data especially refer to the one of 
the sronghold that named Stormcloak. 
The most soldier of the stormcloak are 
Nord, but the Nord in Stormcloak is 
very racist. They say this conversation 
to Khajiit with smile. Maybe It’s like 
joke and if  you make Khajiit you will 
get this Discrimination when you meet 
every Stormcloak soldier in Skyrim.” 
 
 
02.20/ND/KJ/TESV 
You with one of the 
trade caravans, 
Khajiit? Your kind 
always seem to find 
trouble. 
Stereotype “The Khajiit are a playable race present 
in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Khajiit 
are one of the beast races which inhabit 
the continent of Tamriel, primarily their 
home province of Elsweyr. The Khajiit 
are Cathay and are recognizable by 
their feline appearance and their sly 
accent. Along with the Argonians, they 
are referred to as the beast-races of 
Skyrim. Because of this, Khajiit have a 
negative public image. This situation is 
happened when we chooses the Khajiit 
race to be our main character. The 
game tries to introduce the gameplay, 
there are 4 resistances that was tied on 
horse-drawn carriage. And the one of 
the resistances is the main character. As 
the main character we have not chosen 
our race untill we reach the destination 
of the journey. The last destination is 
Helgen that will be the city of execution 
for them cause they are cought by the 
imperial soldier as villain. At the 
Helgen, one of the resistance say that 
he does not make a fault and try to 
escaped, but he is killed by an archer 
soldier as comman from a captain. The 
resistances are called one by one by 
NPC as Imperial soldier who named 
“Hadvard”. When it is your turn, you 
will be asked “Who are you” and start 
to make your character and choose the 
race that you want. Then this 
discrimination is appear when we 
choose Khajiit race. And also as we 
have known Khajiit race in Skyrim is 
the one of immigrant race from the 
other provice. Many native in skyrim 
does not like with immigrant like 
Khajiit and think that Khajiit race as 
carrier problem, thief, and misbehave.” 
 
 
02.21/ND/OC/TESV 
“You from one of the 
stongholds, Orc? How 
did you end up here?” 
 
Stereotype 
 
“The Orsimer (more commonly known 
as Orcs), are the native people of the 
Wrothgarian and Dragontail Mountains. 
Despite historical misconceptions, they 
are in fact a variant of elves or mer, 
hence the name "Orsimer," meaning 
"Pariah Folk." Following in the 
footsteps of Trinimac, and subsequently 
Malacath, Orcs have consistently held a 
standard as a race as some of Tamriel's 
greatest warriors and smiths. Most orcs 
are found in strongholds throughout 
Skyrim, though some are seen in major 
cities such as Morthal and Markarth. 
The Dragonborn may enter, but cannot 
have conversation with the Orcs inside. 
Once you near an Orc Stronghold, a 
guard will tell you to stay away. You 
are allowed to enter the stronghold, but 
the Orcs dislike it, thus making 
conversation impossible until you 
complete the quest the guard gives you. 
This quest varies per Stronghold. If the 
Dragonborn is an Orc, they will be 
accepted and may enter and engage in 
conversations without the need for 
prerequisite quests, though they will 
still treat the Dragonborn as an 
"outlander." However, if you are an 
Orc, as well as a vampire, then there 
will be a prerequisite quest. Orc 
strongholds tend to have a mine and 
blacksmith tools, which are usable 
regardless of whether the associated 
 
 
quest has been completed. At the first 
journey when we play Skyrim, The 
game tries to introduce the gameplay, 
there are 4 resistances that was 
handcufed on horse-drawn carriage, and 
the one of the resistances is the main 
character. As the main character we 
have not chosen our race untill we 
reach the destination of the journey. 
The last destination is Helgen that will 
be the city of execution for them cause 
they are cought by the Imperial soldier 
as villain. At the Helgen, one of the 
resistance say that he does not make a 
fault and try to escaped, but he is killed 
by an archer soldier as comman from a 
captain. The resistances are called one 
by one by NPC as imperial soldier who 
named “Hadvard”. When it is your turn, 
you will be asked “Who are you” and 
start to make your character and choose 
the race that you want. Then this 
discrimination corvertation are appear 
when we choose Orc race. It can be said 
stereotype too because in the 
conversation, Hadvard does not believe 
Orc race can be caught. He believes 
that Orcs are stong and the have great 
power to win in each fight.” 
02.22/IMP/RG/TESV 
“Stay out of trouble, 
Redguard.” 
 
Stereotype “Redguards hail from the great desert 
province of Hammerfell. They are 
descended from a long line of warriors 
and mystic seers. Legend has it that 
Redguards are innately more proficient 
with the use of weaponry than any other 
race. They excel in all arts concerning 
blade and shield. The most naturally 
talented warriors in Tamriel, the dark-
skinned Redguards of Hammerfell 
seem born to battle. However, their 
pride and fierce independence of spirit 
makes them more suitable as scouts or 
skirmishers, or as free ranging heroes 
and adventurers, than as rank and file 
soldiers. In addition to their cultural 
affinities for many weapon and armor 
 
 
styles, Redguards are also blessed with 
hardy constitutions and fleetness of 
foot. A racial conversation that are 
created by Solitude Guard. They think 
that all of the immigrant are gadfly and 
the Redguards are the one of them. And 
they also think Redguard race is stupid 
and often make trouble in In their 
continent. The data shows that Imperial 
races believe Redguards are bad. It can 
be dicrimination because the guard take 
action, and also it can be said 
stereotype because they believe.” 
02.23/ND/DE/TESV 
“The grey quearters a 
disgrace them dark 
elves live like 
animals.” 
Stereotype “Windhelm, a great city of frozen, a 
Jarl, a stereotype from a man who 
named Rolff of Windhelm. He hates 
Dark Elves race because they are just a 
scum. He thinks Dark Elves have been 
flatterer that want the protection from 
High King of Stormcloak “Ulfric” as 
Rolff’s lord. Dark Elves are useless for 
the kingdom on his mind. And also he 
thinks that the Dark Elves will betrayal 
his kingdom as soon as they can. This 
data can be said stereotype because 
Rolff believes that Dark Elves will 
bring many ruins for his kingdom. It 
can be a prejudice too because Rollf 
thinks bad of Dark Elves race.” 
02.24/ND/DE/TESV 
“They're parasites. 
They're living in our 
city, under our 
protection, but what 
do they do for us? 
Nothing!” 
 
Stereotype 
 
“The city sits on the northern bank of 
the great White River which flows out 
into the frigid Sea of Ghosts. It also has 
a port, accessible via a gate in the 
southeastern part of the city. Windhelm 
 
 
is located near the northern border of 
the hold, near Winterhold and The Pale. 
It is also close to the border with 
Morrowind, but there are no roads 
leading into the ash-cloaked province 
from Eastmarch.The city has very cold 
weather, being in the frigid, snowy 
tundra of Skyrim, however travelers 
heading toward The Rift or Whiterun 
will see the landscape turn green and 
lush almost immediately south of the 
city limits. Travelers to the city are 
greeted by the ice-covered bridge 
leading to the main gate, but it is the 
ancient, majestic Palace of Ysgramor, 
towering over all other structures in the 
city, that is truly breathtaking. The 
palace is considered to be one of the 
oldest human-constructed buildings still 
standing in Tamriel, and one of the only 
First Empire structures remaining. The 
city slopes slightly northward and has 
different levels of elevation, with the 
Palace located at the city’s highest 
point, making it even more visible and 
striking. The streets have high, thick 
walls around them, giving the city 
something of a claustrophobic feel; the 
sky is almost always white or overcast, 
and fierce blizzards batter the city with 
alarming regularity. It is within these 
snow-strewn streets and icy alleys that 
Windhelm's hardy inhabitants live. A 
snobbery from the Nord, we can 
describe that in Skyrim many racism 
cause of immigrant. This conversation 
is appeared when we make the same 
character with the racist as Nord. The 
racist is a man who named “Rolff 
Stone-Fist” in The Windhelm city of 
Skyrim. This man is a Nord who keep 
his job as blacksmith of the Jarl. He 
hates the immigrant because they are 
useless to the kingdom. They get 
kingdom’s protection but they are 
betrayer in Rolff’s mind. Rolff 
 
 
influences the other people to hate 
Argonians and Dark Elves as always. It 
can be said that this data are 
discrimination, stereotype and prejudice 
because he has believed that Dark Elves 
will betrayal his kingdom and 
immigrants are scum, and his race is the 
greatest in Skyrim provice.” 
02.25/IMP/DE/TESV 
“By order of the Jarl, 
stop right there!" 
"You have committed 
crimes against Skyrim 
and her people. What 
say you in your 
defense?” 
Stereotype “Solitude is the capital city of both 
Haafingar Hold, and all of Skyrim. 
Currently ruled by Jarl Elisif the Fair, 
widow of the late High King Torygg, it 
is the headquarters of the Imperial 
Legion stationed in Skyrim. General 
Tullius commands the Imperial army 
from the stone-walled Castle Dour, 
while Solitude's Jarl, Elisif, resides in 
the Blue Palace. The Thalmor have an 
embassy hidden in the nearby 
mountains. Part of the reason for this is 
the eminently defensible nature of 
Solitude itself. Set upon a great stone 
arch that towers above the mouth of the 
Karth River, the city is surrounded by 
the soaring peaks of the nearby 
mountains. Solitude is both a reinforced 
and breathtaking stronghold. Solitude is 
also a major shipping port and 
important Imperial supply line. Solitude 
sits on a natural arch, giving its port 
much needed shelter from the strong 
winds of the Ghost Sea. Most of the 
shipping in Solitude is run by the 
Imperial-financed East Empire 
Company. A word will be appeared  by 
a guard of Solitude City when we make 
Dark Elf character in the game. 
Because the Emperor before was killed 
by a killer companion “Dark 
Brotherhood” that most of them was 
Dark Elf race. It can be said  that this is 
visual action’s racism, as long as 
discrimination that can be pictured in 
visual gameplay. This Conversation is 
considered as stereotype too because 
many Imperial (native Solitude city) 
 
 
Thinks that all of Dark Elves is 
murderer.” 
02.26/HE/DE/TESV 
“No bad elf has been 
invited before. They 
have been rubbish.” 
Stereotype “Ambassador Elenwen greets the 
Dragonborn upon entering the Thalmor 
Embassy. After speaking with her, the 
Dragonborn will need to create an 
opening to slip out of the party; tell 
Malborn when ready, and he'll wait by 
the door behind the bar for the 
Dragonborn's next move: If Razelan is 
talked to, (he's on the bench nearest to 
Malborn) he'll ask for a drink. Malborn 
can conveniently provide the 
Dragonborn with a Colovian Brandy to 
give to Razelan, who then offers to do 
the Dragonborn a favor in return. 
Getting a drink from the Bosmer 
servant, Brelas, and giving it to Razelan 
will also work. Tell him to cause a 
scene, and he will make a grandiose 
announcement, causing a distraction. 
Alternatively, if the Dragonborn is 
acquainted with Jarl Idgrod Ravencrone 
and has previously assisted her, she 
may be asked to cause a distraction, as 
"an old woman can get away with 
anything." She will then begin 
harassing Razelan and making a scene, 
providing the necessary cover. Another 
option is to overhear Erikur 
unsuccessfully trying to flirt with the 
Bosmer servant Brelas. Speaking with 
Erikur afterward will make him 
mention his weakness for Bosmer 
women, and the Dragonborn can 
therefore offer to speak with her on his 
behalf. Speaking to Brelas reveals her 
dislike for guests like Erikur, and asks 
that he be persuaded to leave her alone. 
Speak to Erikur once again, and any 
speech option chosen will cause Erikur 
to lose his temper and causes a scene. 
Brelas will end up in the dungeon, but 
can be freed later in the quest. If on 
good terms with Ondolemar, the 
Dragonborn may ask him to make a 
 
 
distraction (after a persuasion check), 
where he begins accusing Razelan of 
insulting the Thalmor. If the 
Dragonborn has a higher Speech skill 
and Vittoria Vici is there, she can be 
persuaded to cause a distraction. If the 
quest for Orthus Endario has been 
completed, the Dragonborn may ask 
him to make a distraction, in which he 
will accuse Razelan of insulting the 
Thalmor. If the Dragonborn has 
become the leader of the Thieves Guild, 
then the Dragonborn may request 
Maven Black-Briar to cause a 
distraction. Other people the 
Dragonborn has done favors for might 
be in attendance, including other Jarls. 
Some might be persuaded to make a 
distraction. This distraction, like that 
caused by Jarl Idgrod Ravencrone, will 
likely involve making a scene at 
Razelan's expense. This has been 
observed with Igmund and Elisif the 
Fair, among others. Once there's an 
opening, go to the door behind the bar 
and follow Malborn. Go through the 
kitchen to a pantry, retrieve the 
smuggled equipment from a chest, and 
go through a door into the next hallway. 
Malborn will lock the door behind the 
Dragonborn, completing this phase of 
the mission. a High Elf talks to the 
main character (a Dark Elf) in the party. 
The main character is invited to attend 
as the leader of wolf companion to 
finish the quest. There are steward, 
hausekeeping and waiter around the 
party, all of them is Dark Elf. So 
thalmor embassy (inviter or host) talks 
to the main character as Dark Elf and 
say that joke. This conversation can be 
discriminatin and stereotype because 
when we make the other character in 
the game, the conversation will not be 
appear. It can be said stereotype 
because the High Elf trusts that the Elf 
 
 
race who have red eyes and black skin 
like Dark Elves usually they will be 
subordinate. 
03.27/ND/DE/TESV 
“They're parasites. 
They're living in our 
city, under our 
protection, but what 
do they do for us? 
Nothing!” 
 
Prejudice 
 
“After the eruption of Red Mountain, 
many Dunmer fled to Windhelm after 
Hoag opened it up to Dunmer refugees. 
Previously known as the "Snow 
Quarter," the area has since been 
renamed the "Gray Quarter" as all the 
Dunmer have congregated in this area. 
Reasons as to why vary depending on 
who is spoken to within the city. Some 
say that the strongly nationalist Nords 
of Windhelm sequestered the Dunmer 
from the other citizens in this "Gray 
Quarter" in reference to the Dunmer 
skin color. Argonians are also 
segregated from the Nord population 
and are forced to live at the Argonian 
Assemblage at the city docks. A decree 
by Ulfric Stormcloak forbidding the 
Argonians from living within the city's 
walls also exists. Brunwulf Free-
Winter, supporter of both the Dunmer 
and Argonians, believes that the 
Argonians should remain outside of the 
city simply for their own safety. 
Ordinary snobbery from the Nord, we 
can describe that in Skyrim many 
racism cause of immigrant. This 
conversation is appeared when we 
make the same character with the racist 
as Nord. The racist is a man who named 
“Rolff Stone-Fist” in The Windhelm 
 
 
city of Skyrim. This man is a Nord who 
keep his job as blacksmith of the Jarl. 
He hates the immigrant because they 
are useless to the kingdom. They get 
kingdom’s protection but they are 
betrayer in Rolff’s mind. Rolff 
influences the other people to hate 
Argonians and Dark Elves as always. It 
can be said that this data are 
discrimination, stereotype and prejudice 
because he has believed that Dark Elves 
will betrayal his kingdom and 
immigrants are scum. And his race is 
the greatest in Skyrim provice. Why is 
this data can be prejudice? Because he 
thinks that Dark Elves are very harm 
for the kingdom.” 
03.28/ND/DE/TESV 
 “ We ought di a hole, 
throw all them dark 
elf elves and 
argonians in it, lat am 
fear each other to 
pieces”should have.” 
 
 
Prejudice “Windhelm, also known as the City of 
Kings, is a city located in northeastern 
Skyrim. It serves as the capital of 
Eastmarch Hold. It is also the oldest 
city in Skyrim, possibly the oldest city 
of man on Tamriel that is still standing, 
dating back to the Merethic Era. After 
the eruption of Red Mountain, many 
Dunmer fled to Windhelm after Hoag 
opened it up to Dunmer refugees. 
Previously known as the "Snow 
Quarter," the area has since been 
renamed the "Gray Quarter" as all the 
Dunmer have congregated in this area. 
Reasons as to why vary depending on 
who is spoken to within the city. Some 
say that the strongly nationalist Nords 
of Windhelm sequestered the Dunmer 
from the other citizens in this "Gray 
Quarter" in reference to the Dunmer 
skin color. Argonians are also 
segregated from the Nord population 
and are forced to live at the Argonian 
Assemblage at the city docks. A decree 
by Ulfric Stormcloak forbidding the 
Argonians from living within the city's 
walls also exists. Brunwulf Free-
Winter, supporter of both the Dunmer 
and Argonians, believes that the 
 
 
Argonians should remain outside of the 
city simply for their own safety. 
Windhelm, also known as the City of 
Kings, is a city located in northeastern 
Skyrim. It serves as the capital of 
Eastmarch Hold. It is also the oldest 
city in Skyrim, possibly the oldest city 
of man on Tamriel that is still standing, 
dating back to the Merethic Era. After 
the eruption of Red Mountain, many 
Dunmer fled to Windhelm after Hoag 
opened it up to Dunmer refugees. 
Previously known as the "Snow 
Quarter," the area has since been 
renamed the "Gray Quarter" as all the 
Dunmer have congregated in this area. 
Reasons as to why vary depending on 
who is spoken to within the city. Some 
say that the strongly nationalist Nords 
of Windhelm sequestered the Dunmer 
from the other citizens in this "Gray 
Quarter" in reference to the Dunmer 
skin color. Argonians are also 
segregated from the Nord population 
and are forced to live at the Argonian 
Assemblage at the city docks. A decree 
by Ulfric Stormcloak forbidding the 
Argonians from living within the city's 
walls also exists. Brunwulf Free-
Winter, supporter of both the Dunmer 
and Argonians, believes that the 
Argonians should remain outside of the 
city simply for their own safety. 
Dialogue with Ulfric Stormcloak, 
Windhelm's current Jarl, reveals that he 
does not attend to the issues occurring 
in the Grey Quarter due to being too 
busy with the rebellion. The guards 
seldom patrol the Grey Quarter and 
their reasons vary, depending on the 
characters spoken to within the city. 
Some say instead that considering the 
guards are Nords, that they are racist 
towards the Dunmer and blatantly 
refuse to help them. This is a 
conversation from the people of 
 
 
Windhelm city who hate the immigrant 
like the other native before. Even 
sometimes they say it into the target as 
racist victim directly. This data is 
explained by the gameplay on the 
meeting of the main character when 
visit one of the bar in Windhelm. They 
try to show their unhappy to immigrant 
as long as Dark Elf and Argonian who 
live in their city by telling the main 
character which choosen different race 
from they two. So it can be said 
prejudice because the people thinks that 
the immigrant is useless for them. 
There is no profit can be had from 
them.” 
03.29/ND/RG/TESV 
"Is that right? Here's 
how the Legion deals 
with rebel scum like 
you."should have.” 
 
 
Prejudice “The Imperial Legion, Imperial Army, 
or Ruby Ranks is the main armed force 
of the Reman Empire and the Third 
Empire of Cyrodiil, and is a large 
military organization in The Elder 
Scrolls universe. Based on the concept 
of the Roman military, the Imperial 
Legion similarly proclaims itself to be 
the most disciplined and effective 
military & police force in history, and 
that it preserves the peace and rule of 
law in the Empire. In The Elder Scrolls 
III: Morrowind, the Nerevarine may 
join the Legion, perform tasks for them, 
and eventually rise in rank up to the 
highest one, the "Knight of the Imperial 
Dragon". While playing heavily into the 
previous installment of the series, 
Morrowind's sequel, The Elder Scrolls 
IV: Oblivion, featured the Legion, yet 
gave the Hero of Kvatch no opportunity 
to sign up as a legionnaire. In The Elder 
Scrolls V: Skyrim, the Dragonborn can 
join the Legion regardless of who they 
sided with in "Unbound." The Legion 
also captured and attempted to behead 
the Dragonborn upon entering Skyrim, 
beginning the game, because they 
believe that they are affiliated with the 
Stormcloaks, along with Lokir, Ralof, 
 
 
and Ulfric Stormcloak. This event will 
be appear when we choose the race 
apart of Nord. A captain says it when 
the main character join Imperial Legion 
to finish a sub quest. Captain Aldis is 
the Nord in the Imperial Legion and in 
charge of the Solitude guards. The main 
character that we choose will be named 
by the gameplay as Dragonborn. The 
Dragonborn can get the quest to join the 
Imperial Legion if they choose to 
follow Hadvar during Unbound. Before 
entering Helgen Keep, the Dragonborn 
may choose to enter with either Ralof 
or Hadvar. If following Hadvar, the 
Dragonborn automatically receives the 
quest after leaving the caves below the 
keep. The Dragonborn can also get the 
quest by entering an Imperial camp, 
such as the Pale Imperial Camp, or 
encountering a group of Imperial 
soldiers, where the Dragonborn will be 
invited to join the Imperial legion and 
directed to Solitude. The data is 
dedicated to be prejudice because the 
captain Aldis thinks only Nord who 
have great ability to be the Imperial 
Legion, and the other race is weak in 
his eyes.” 
03.30/ND/HE/TESV 
“You're not with the 
Thalmor Embassy, 
are you high elf? No, 
that can 't be right” 
 
Prejudice “Third Aldmeri Dominion, colloquially 
known as simply the Aldmeri 
Dominion, is a powerful empire 
established in 4E 29 by the Thalmor, a 
group of radical, nationalist Altmer in 
the Summerset Isles who espoused the 
supremacy of the various races of Mer 
over the Men. Seeking to recreate the 
First Aldmeri Dominion, the Thalmor 
expanded their empire into the 
provinces of Valenwood, Elsweyr, and 
briefly into Cyrodiil and Hammerfell. 
Following the consolidation of 
Valenwood and the Summerset Isles 
into the Third Aldmeri Dominion, the 
Dominion began a policy of expanding 
Aldmeri influence and power across 
 
 
Tamriel at the expense of the Mede 
Empire of Cyrodiil. The Aldmeri 
Dominion first expanded into Elsweyr, 
adding the Khajiiti kingdoms of 
Anequina and Pelletine as its client 
states, and reformed The Elsweyr 
Confederacy. However, this expansion 
caught the attention of the Mede 
Empire, which began a rivalry between 
the Dominion and the Empire that 
would ultimately lead up to the Great 
War, a devastating war fought between 
the Dominion and the Empire. Early 
journey when we play Skyrim. The 
game tries to introduce the gameplay, 
there are 4 resistances that was tied on 
horse-drawn carriage. And the one of 
the resistances is the main character, as 
the main character we have not chosen 
our race untill we reach the destination 
of the journey. The last destination is 
Helgen that will be the city of execution 
for them cause they are cought by the 
Imperial soldier as villain. At the 
Helgen, one of the resistance say that 
he does not make a fault and try to 
escape, but he is killed by an archer 
soldier as comman from a captain. The 
resistances are called one by one by 
NPC as imperial soldier who named 
“Hadvard”. When it is your turn, you 
will be asked “Who are you” and start 
to make your character and choose the 
race that you want. Then this 
discrimination corvertation are appear 
when we choose High Elf race. It can 
said Prejudice also because Harvard as 
Nord does not know everything, but he 
declares that the main character as the 
High Elf and villain have no connection 
with Thalmor Embassy as long as 
Imperial’s Alliance. 
 
 
 
 
2. Correlation to the real world race 
While the researcher thinks some of the races are based off of pure fiction, 
there are several that draw influence from real world ethnic groups/cultures. Some 
are more obvious than others, and while there may be some interpetation and 
speculation involved, there are some pretty real life features that stand out in the 
games races. 
Race Correlation 
 
 
Nord 
Obviously based off the real nordic people from 
northern Europe. They are basically the 
descendants of Vikings and there is no doubt that 
the Game Nord race is based off of them. They 
want to keep Skyrim from Imperial who want to 
dominate their province. 
 
 
 
Imperials 
This race researcher feel is based off the Romans, 
in the games the Imperials have conquered the the 
whole continent of Tamreil just like the Romans did 
in real life. Also many of the Imperials guard 
uniforms look very similar to the Romans soldier 
armor, particularly the helmets with the "mohawk" 
and the chainmail skirts underneath. The 
architecture in the Imerpial City is also simialr to 
the Romans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dark Elf 
After the researcher played Morrowind researcher 
always saw the Dark Elves as being more based off 
of a middle eastern style culture. There are several 
towns in the game that have a middle eastern style 
buildings and I draw several things from the games 
story that parrellel with what happened in real life 
in the Middle East. For example in the game the 
Dark Elves are mad at the Imperial Legion for 
occupying their land and introducing an outside 
religion to them, so many Dark elves want to rebel.  
They also have a prophecy called the 
"neravarine"who is a messiah like holy person who 
is believed to come and drive out all the 
"outllanders" from their home. This is also very 
similar to what the Romans did in the middle east, 
particularly in Israel at the time. The Hebrews were 
mad at the Romans for occupying their land and the 
Hebrews had a prophecy about the messiah. Also in 
 
 
Oblivion and even in Skyrim it is mentioned that 
the Dark Elves no longer have a homeland and are 
immigrating to hostile lands, similar to the Hebrews 
getting exiled from Israel and getting sent to Europe 
and throughout the world. 
 
 
 
 
 
Redguards 
Some Skyrim gamers believe they are based off of 
Africans, and while researcher agrees with them 
reseacher does not feel they are 100% right. The 
researcher sees the Redguards as being a Moorish 
culture in the Elder Scrolls. The Moores were 
basically African Muslims and they wereknown and 
feard for being great warriors, also many of the 
Redguard NPC names are similar to Moorish 
names. Also there is a city in Daggerfall which has 
the main capital of the Redguard homeland and it's 
very Muslim-like with a huge dome and the women 
wearing viels. So while reseacher tends to agree 
that they are based partly of Africans they are also 
based off of the Moores. 
 
 
 
Wood Elf 
Not too sure about this race, the only info reseacher 
knows about them is that they live in a giant forest 
and they have a green pact religion thing. 
Reseacher would guess more of a Native American 
type culture for the Wood Elves. I mean they are 
skilled with bows and sneaking aswell good with 
alchemy plants, and they can tame wild animals. I 
am NOT trying to stereotype Native Americans or 
anything, it's just that reseacher sees some 
similarities. 
 
 
 
Breton 
Bretons were a real group of people living in 
Europe so that's obviously what they are based off 
of. The real life Bretons were a group of people 
who lived in Brittiny France and they had their own 
unique culture and language that was different from 
the French. They were also good in sciences and 
mathmatics at the time compared to other European 
groups. Bethesda obviously based them off the real 
life Bretons. 
 
Khajiit 
The researcher thinks the Kahjiit is pure fiction, 
although there are some who claim that they have 
some middle eastern influences but researcher 
honestly don't see it. 
 
Argonian 
Argonians researcher can sort of see being based 
off of tribal Africans as they were captured as 
slaves in Morrowind and their homland is 
releatively uncharted. Which at the time of the 
 
 
Roman Empire much of Africa was uncharted and 
unkown. But this could just be speculation on my 
part and they could be entirely fictional culture, but 
I would like to see and Elder Scrolls game based off 
Black Marsh as that would be pretty cool. 
 
 
 
High Elf 
The researcher sees the High Elves as being similar 
to the Greeks, the High Elf ancestors built the 
Imperial City and many of their ideas were taken by 
the Imperials. Similar to the Romans conquring the 
Greeks and then adding Greek ideas such as 
democracy to their Empire. Also the Greeks were 
advanced in Math and Science and Literature at the 
time of the Romans, and High elves are advanced in 
magic. Just researcher’s interpretation... 
 
Orc 
The researcher thinks this race is purely based off 
offiction, but who knows mabey someone else sees 
them differently. 
 
 
 
  
 
